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ABSTRACT
 
Every day,those of us who drive encounter the old familiar traffic signal.
 
We waitthem out, curse them,and are often grateful for the increased safety
 
they provide. But most drivers rarely stop to think aboutthe processinvolved in
 
deciding where to put these expensive traffic control devices. Exceptthat is,for
 
the passing muttered commentto ourselves about"Whatidiot decided to put this
 
.here?" ' ■■ 
Millions of drivers ehcounter these devices daily. Hundreds of millions of 
dollars are expended nation-wide in the design, construction and maintenance of 
traffic signals. Engineers and scientists estimate the time lost and gas wasted by 
drivers waiting at signals hav© been put into the billions of hours and dollars 
annually. 
Sowho does make these decisions,and what criteria do they use?That is
 
the scope ofthis paper.A further objective ofthe project is to add a dimension to
 
the criteria used for these decisions at the City of Cathedral City. Cathedral City
 
will serve as a pilot location, in an effort to codify the so-called "political warrant"
 
for traffic signal installation, the definition of which is widely accepted as: the
 
flexibilitygiven elected officials to make decisions based upon factors otherthan
 
standardengineering and urban design practices. Nojurisdiction thatIcan find,
 
atanylevelofgovernment, hasevercodified whattraffic engineersand urban
 
plannersreferto asthis "political warrant".
 
Ill
 
In a very clear way,this study will beseen as example ofone part
 
ofthe dichotomy of politics ^nd administration. Politicatresponsiveness on the
 
part ofthe Cathedral City Council is balanced ortempered with the expertise of
 
the City's staff and administrating ehgineers,Afrustrated driver sitting ata red
 
light wondering"What idiot decided to put this here" hearkens backto Wpodrow
 
Wilson's saying;"A great deal of administration goes about/ncogn/fo to most of
 
the world, being confounded now with political"management",..." ^ 
 
In the months between the inception ofthis paper and this final version,the
 
attached codification arid resolutipn ofthe Gathadral City Political Warrantfor
 
Traffic Signal Installation will have been reviewed by the City's Staff,
 
Transportation and Planning Commissions, City Attorney and the City Council.
 
This paper willfollow that process and explain the final outcomes.
 
Section One(I)is the research completed to reach the point oftrying to
 
codify the political warrant. Section Two(11)follows the process as it went
 
through the political and bureaucratic mechanisms ofthe City of Cathedral City,
 
California.
 
^ Woodrow Wilson,"The study ofAdrnlhistration", Po//f/ca/Sc/ence Qt/arter/y61(December
 
1941),481-506, First published In 1887.
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SECTION I THE PROBLEM
 
INTRODUCTION(PROBLEM DEFINITION)
 
"Whatcausesthe angerand fury thatsome drivers
 
direct at others? Traffic Signals. Or at least not being able to
 
successfully drivefrom pointA to point B withoutthe never-

ending delays caused by them. It seemsthatno matter how
 
sloworfast we drive, there is absolutely no way we can be
 
sure of getting through the next signal without having to stop
 
(for vyhat sometimesseems like forever).
 
People who are driving the speed limit are getting in
 
the Wayand are the immediate target ofthose who are in a
 
hurry. Road rage.
 
Thefrustration expressed bythis driver i$ the rdason I am writing this
 
paper. Every workday 1 take calls and lettersfrom drivers expressing this same
 
attitude. Asthe traffic and traffic signalEngineering Associate for the City of
 
Cathedral City it is my responsibility to explain signal operations, address
 
problems and frustrations and justify the placement and operations ofthe City's
 
signal system.
 
Education ofthe public about traffic signals takes up a great deal of my
 
timeand energy. Drivers have a need and I believe a right to know the technical
 
engineering criteria that goesinto the locating of signals,as well as the political
 
and economic reasons that go into the decision making process.
 
During my 12 yearis with the City I have had the opportunity to see the
 
dichotpmy between politics and administration in actual operation. Balancing the
 
very technical system of traffic signal installation criteria or"warrants"(which will
 
Richard LeBlahc, Letter to the Editor, The DesertSun,(Palm Springs,CA),16August
 
1998,sec. B,P.5.
 
 be explained later) with the political and econornic objectives ofthe elected
 
officials hasfrequently placed the at the nexus between the two competing goals
 
of technical expertise and political responsiveness.
 
So what does prompt the installation ofa traffic signal anyway? Generally,
 
one ofthree actions creates the need(or perceived need)for a new signal: 1)A
 
series of or one serious accident with injuries or fatalities, or2)an outcry by the
 
public that it has becbitie dangerousand difficult to gain access to or frorh a side
 
street or business onto ah arterial street, or 3)a new business or residential tract
 
requests that a signal be approved as part oftheir construction.
 
Okay,as a City grows and the nhniber of vehicles on the street increases,
 
what's the problem with adding traffic signals in this manner?
 
Problem Statement
 
In 1996the Federal Highway Administration announced that the number
 
one cause of traffic accidentfatalities in the United Statesfor the 1995-year was
 
red light violations at traffic signals. This wasthe first time that this accidenttype
 
surpassed driving underthe influence ofalcphol(DUI)deaths in the history ofthe
 
federal records. In addition, the highest number of major injury accidents was
 
attributable to this type ofaccident. Although these are national statistics,they
 
hold true atthe state, regional and most local levels ofgovernment.^^
 
^ Jerry V.Jack,"Analysis ofthe Public Policy on Traffic Signals in the Lightofthe Rising
 
Incidence ofRed Light Violation Fatalities Forthe City ofCathedral City, California"(1997)
 
 A"red light violation accident" is simplyan accidentcaused by a vehicle
 
"running a red light" ata traffic signal controlled intersection.
 
Two governmentai policies have the most impact upon the number of red
 
light violations reported every year. The first policy is the decision rnaking
 
process that goes into when,where and how to install tra#ic signals.(This
 
decision is madeat the local or regional level.)Thesecond policy is the level of
 
traffic enforcement conducted at thelocal level by the police authority.
 
these policies exist and are enforced for one basic reason:to save lives
 
and prevent accidents by assigning road rights-of-way to vehicles, asdefined in
 
the State Vehicle Code.
 
Existing Policv Background and Logic
 
We nead to understand th© two existing policies which gpyerh signal
 
instaliation decisions,so that we can explore the gaps in the way the policies are
 
putintouse.
 
The first policy is the"warrant" Or criteria system developed by trafficand
 
civil engineersfor detepm when,whereand how traffic signals are first
 
installed. The Manualfor Uniform Traffic Control Devices(MUTCD),® and its
 
various State- level counterparts ® outlines a series of11 different warrante,
 
including onefor minimum vehicular volume, interruption of continuous traffic
 
National Highway&Transportation Safety Association,A/af/o/7a//Acc/ofenfSamp//ng
 
System-Genera/Esf/mafesSysfem,20January 1997, [AppendixA]
 
http://www:nhtsa.dot.aov/DrODie/ncsa/nass aes htmi
 
^ Gaiifornia, mTl/e/7/c/e code,Section 21453
 
United States DepartmentofTrarisportation, Federal Highway Administration,Manualon
 
Uniform TrafRc ControlDevices,{^988)

California DepartmentofTransportation, Traffic Manua/,Chapter9,(1996 Update)
 
  
flow, minimum pedestrian yolume,school crossings, progressive vehicular
 
movement,accident experience,systems organization,a combination of
 
warrants,afour-hour volume warrant,a peak hour daily warrant,and a peak hour
 
volume warrant.
 
Each warrantis based solely on the basis of traffic counts and total
 
volumes oftraffic at the intersection being considered fora new traffic signal, or
 
the number and type of reported accidents. These warrants are calculated and
 
analyzed by engineers and then recommendations are made based upon the
 
warrant, as well as installation and operating costs,to the governing body asto
 
whether or notto proceed with a signal installation.
 
The definitions of"warrant" criteria need to be thoroughly understood for
 
the reader to fully comprehend this paper."Justification for the installation ofa
 
traffic signal should be considered if one or more ofthe warrants is met:
 
however,the satisfaction ofa warrant is not necessarily sufficientjustification in
 
and of itselffor the installation ofsignals. Delay, congestion,approach
 
conditions, driver confusion,future land use or other evidencefor the need for
 
right-of-way assignment beyond that which could be provided by stop signs must
 
be demonstrated. Improper or unwarranted signal installations may cause:(1)
 
excessive delay;(2)disobedience ofthe signal indications;(3)circuitous travel
 
on alternate routes;and(4)increased accidentfrequency. ®
 
The system of warrants has been developed over the last six decades by
 
comparative statistical analyses of intersections of all types in every State. ® The
 
California DeRartmentofTransportation, Traffic Manual, revisod 3/1/95, pg.9-1and 9-2.
 
Endo Engineering Report,"Cathedral City-Downtown Precise Plan traffic lmpact
 
Analysis",24 August1998.
 
® Staff Editor,Pt/Mc Works Publications,Volume 127 No.6,(May 1996);95
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warrants are kept uniform from State to State to afford Gonsistency for the
 
American driving public who routinely cross State or other agencyjurisdictional
 
boundaries. There are ofcourse minor regional variations in the written warrants,
 
but the real variation occurs vyhen warrants are applied by the different agencies.
 
[Herein included,as Appendix B is a copy ofthe warrantsfrom the current
 
Caltrans Traffic Manual.]
 
The second policy is not nearly as well defined or as uniformly applied,
 
and that is the method by which each agency decides to enforce the vehicle
 
codes on "running a red light". All jurisdictions have a vehicle code whereby it is
 
a traffic violation to fail to stop at a red light. But it is left up to the local
 
enforcement agency head to determine how much time is spent enforcing the
 
law. Then, it is left up to the individual officer to make a case by case
 
determination asto how and when to sp©nd the time, and to makejudgements
 
on each potential violation.[Attached herein as Appendix C is a copy ofthe
 
California Vehicle Code Sections21453and 21457 dealing with red light signal
 
indications]Thissecond policy is not within the scope ofthis paper, but needsto
 
be stated,as it relates to the effectiveness ofthe warrant system.
 
Two general statements may be made.1)The warrant system for
 
recommending signal installation is uniform and based upon statistical data.2)
 
Everyjurisdiction(federal, state and local) has vehicle codes prohibiting the
 
running of red lights.
 
Current Political Resbonse
 
Theincrease in red light violations(see appendix A), has prompted a
 
political response in the state of California in theform ofAssembly Bill #1191
 
\Miich was approved legislature in 1997. This bill raised the
 
finefrom $104to$270 per red light violation."The law was proposed because of
 
evidence highlighting the dangers of red-light infractions, In 1995they led to 238
 
deaths and 19,019injuriesin California."^®
 
Agencies across the country are trying new ways of dealing with the
 
problem.Some cities and counties such asSan Francisco, El Cajon and Oakland
 
have installed automatic cameras at their busiest intersections, which
 
automaticatly photograph drivers violating the red light. The photo is then used to
 
issue a traffic citation and fine which is mailed to the registered owner ofthe
 
vehicle. Lp(^al courts and some municipaljudges in Oakland and San Jose have
 
halted the programs citing their concerns aboutthe right ofprivacy issue, and the
 
problem of citing a vehicle owner when it was not the owner actually driving the
 
car at the time. But, as yet, these setbacks bysome courts have notstopped the
 
practice of using photo radar cameras to issue traffic tickets in the Cities of El
 
Gajon and Poway, California. Trafficengineers, politicians and law enforcement
 
are very encouraged by the results ofthese camoras and are working with the
 
concerned courts to resolve the privacy and ownership issues."
 
The cameras,where used, have shown a remarkable success at reducing
 
the incidence of red-light violations."At one site In Howard County, Maryland,
 
drivers were running the light up to 110times per day" In the yearfollowing the
 
installation ofthe automaticcameras, red-light violations were reduced 27
 
percent
 
1Q
 
Staff,"New Traffic Laws",Avenues,Jan./Feb.1998,17
 
Betsy Wing,""Photocops" May Help Drivers GetThe Picture".ITE Tech Transfer Winter
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PROBLEM RESTATEMENT
 
It is clearly Important to establish a clearer link between the established
 
warrant system,and the need for new political action and innovation in dealing
 
with this problem.A City Council's decision allowing a business center to install a
 
new traffic signal at their entranton a city arterial highway is generally
 
supported by the developers'projections offuture traffic volumes. City staff is
 
then faced with either accepting or disputing the developers projections with
 
calculations oftheir own. In the case of disagreement between the ehgineers and
 
the developer,the Councirwill often let their decision be based upon the potential
 
economic benefit to the City Ofthe development;a decision having little to do
 
witli the warrant system or the technical expertise ofthe engineers.
 
A clear example ofthe political-admihistrative dichotomy is represented by
 
the situation just described. Even though the ecx)nomic benefits ofthe proposed
 
business center are a valid justification for the Councilto consider, it is a criteria
 
or"warrant"that is neither codified or explained in writing in any way that the
 
general public orthe driver having to stop atthe new signal can understand.
 
"Disrespectfor law is without question increasing alarmingly(as regards
 
red-light violations), and lack ofenforcementis also a real problem. I would add
 
one other note, with a suggestion that would ease a main causefor this
 
Steven Infanti, Scripps Howard NewsService,"Picture end to red-light running", The
 
Press Enterprise,(Riverside,CA),30June 1907
 
 undesired development. Much ofthe basic problem stemsfrom the frustration
 
driversfeel at haying to stop atjust aboutevery block for a signal."
 
the Political Warrant
 
it has become a common practice by elected officials and non-technical
 
senior administrators to add what have been dubbed "political warrants"to the
 
established MUTCp warrantsystem.
 
in practice, thisis generally spurred by either an outcry ofa smallsegmentof
 
the constituency abouta perceived(notsupported by actual record data)traffic
 
safety problem at an intersection, or the desire ofthe officials to appease or
 
attract an important business in the City.
 
[An excellent case studyfrom the Institute of Transportation Engineers
 
Journal of January 1995 is attached as Appendix Anothercase studyfrom
 
Cathedral City showing the installation ofa signal modification ordered by the
 
City Council,even though warrants were clearly not met, is also attached in
 
AppendixD.^^
 
The Institute ofTransportation Engineers(ITE)has concluded that the
 
application ofthis political warrant is dne ofthe major causesforthe apparent
 
decline in the general publics' willingndss to continue self regulation at traffic
 
signals, Video surveillance studies ofsignalized intersections over the pastfew
 
years hasshown a dramatic increase in the number of vehicles passing through
 
" Wayne Myers,Letterto the Editor, The DesertSun,9October1998,sec B,pg.5.
 
William F.Savage,"Traffic Signal Warrant"P"(Political)-A Case Study", Institute of
 
Transportation Engineers Journal, January'\985,22-i4.
 
City ofCathedral City,CA,Engineering Division Technical Memorandum,Proposed
 
Addition ofa Protected Left-Turn Phase atthe Ramon RoadAMtispering Paims Traii Traffic
 
S/gna/, by Jerry V.Jack,22December1997.
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 an InterseGtion on the yellow(or caution)phase ofthe signal. This type of
 
application ofthe political warrant(development or economic decision ofa signal
 
installation)is also a causeforthe number of vehicles taking risks with the length
 
ofthp yellow phase anci actually passing through the intersection in the red
 
17
 
A related observation this author has made, is theincreasing number of
 
drivers whoare willing to stop at a red signal, look both waysand immediately
 
proceed through the intersection. These drivers are thus treating the signalas a
 
stop sign,even when the signalis working properly.
 
|TE points to two probable reasonsfor these phenomena 1.)Drivers appear
 
to be making a statement asto whether or not theyfeel a signal isjustified(or
 
warranted)in its location. 2.)Social scientists correlate this with a similar rise in
 
shoplifting, vahdalism and other crimes that are also essentially self-regulated
 
activities. The current phenomenon known as"Road Rage"is also afactor, and
 
related issue to the red-light violation issue.^^® Whether #1 is a part of or
 
separatefrom #2 has yet to be determined.
 
Problem Sianificance
 
The problem, i.e. the increasing frequency of red light violations resulting
 
in fatal or serious injury accidents(see appendix A), affects all drivers to some
 
degree either in the increased risk ofaccident or the Increased costs of
 
insurance. There are other costs and effects, which will be discussed later, but
 
Christopher Swope,"Mad Driver Disease",Governing, March 1998,40-44.
 
William F.Savage,"Traffic Signal Warrant"P"(Political)-A Case Study",/nsf/Me of
 
Transportation EngineersJournal, January ^985i 22-24.
 
for our purposes here,the effect upon government entities, which have to decide
 
when and where to install traffic signals, is the primary concern of this paper.
 
On the surface,this problem seemsto be clearly a study of traffic control
 
devices or driving patterns. Butthe data being developed in the lastfew years at
 
a number of agencies, is showing that the foot causes are very diverse and result
 
in the need to analyze social and environmental issues in addition to the
 
standard traffic engineering statistical data. Many ofthe causes appear to be
 
unquantifiable social or psychological issues,''® This is very frustrating to the
 
trafficengineer working atthe local or regional level. Thelocal decision makers
 
want solutions atthe local level, but are still following policies on signal
 
installation and enforcementthat were developed in the 1950's and have been
 
unchanged since that time.
 
The analysis will pointoutthe direction that new studies and expert
 
dialogues are taking, and the affect that these new ideas may have on the
 
policies that are currently in effect. For the purpose ofthis paper I will be dealing
 
with the City of Cathedral City, California as a typical agency whose existing
 
policy follows the national pattern. Based upon that City, I will provide
 
recommendations asto possible solution approaches.
 
KEYTERMSANDACRONYMS
 
Thefollowing are some key terms and acronyms commonly used in the traffic
 
signal and traffic engineering fields which are used in this text.
 
4Q
 
Stephen J. Siege!,"Road Rage gets attention ofCongress", The Press-Enterprise,
 
ij^Rlverslde, OA),18 July 1997
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EPA
 
FHWA
 
MUTCD
 
Caltrans
 
ITE,,":.'
 
NPDES
 
Red light yiplatipn
 
(Signal)Cycle
 
(Signal)Phase
 
Warrant
 
R/W
 
Liability
 
The Envirpnmental PrpteotiPn Agency arm pfthe Federal
 
Gpvernment
 
the Federal Highway Administratipn
 
"Manual pn UnifPrm Traffic CpntrpI Devices", published by
 
the Federal Highway Administratipn as a natipnal guideline
 
fpr signs, signals and striping.
 
The Califprnia Transppiiatipn Department
 
The Institute pfTraffic Engineers
 
Natipnal Ppllutipn Discharge Eliminatipn System
 
An apcident caused by a vehicle "running a red light" at a
 
traffic signal cpntrclled intersecticn.
 
The time fpr a traffic signal to gp thrpugh all pf its various
 
phases and return to its starting phase.
 
The full length oftime given to any one signal indication,
 
such asthe green or red phase time for one direction of
 
traffic.
 
A Statistical formula based on historical methods to
 
determine the need for a traffic signal at a given location.
 
Ccmmon abbreviation for the term "right-of-way".
 
Generally as used herein refers to tort liability from court
 
actions and claims.
 
CONSTRAINTSTO ADDRESSING RED LIGHT VIOLATIONS
 
The prpblems inherent in the current warrant system policies appear to be
 
universal to the human nature of drivers and apply to all jurisdictions.
 
11
 
ThePsychologyof Traffic Signals and Drivers
 
The basic problem is that traffic signals are essentially self-regulating
 
safety devices,This is clearly shown in the results ofa driver survey taken by
 
Berryman-Stevenson Inc. in 1986. Drivers stopped at a signalized intersection
 
during the red phase were quickly asked one simpk3 question;"Miy did you stop
 
at the red li(
 
The answers were very consistent and ranked asfollows:
 
#t "It's thelaw"
 
#2 "1 didn't wantto geta ticket" 27%
 
#3 "1 didn't want to have an accident" 21%
 
#4 "1 didn't want to causean accident" 18%
 
#5 Other answers 5%
 
The subtle psychologiGal difference in the motivation between #'s 1 and 2,
 
and between #'s3and4is very significant in visualizing the problem statement.
 
The drivers who answered "it's the law"are inherently recognizing the
 
authority ofthose who placed the traffic signal and are voluntarily honoring that
 
authority.The drivers whoanswered "I didn't want to get a ticket" are also
 
recognizing the authority, but significantly are morefocused on avoiding the
 
consequences of not honoring that authority.
 
Berryman-Stevenson Traffic Surveyforthe Cities ofRancho Mirage and Paim Desert,
 
April 1986.
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Thesame relationship is evident in the difference between the answersfor
 
#3and #4.Answer#3is concerned with the consequences one might suffer if
 
they choose not to self enforce themselves by stopping atthe red light. Answer
 
#4 howevershows more ofa concern about the consequences to othersand can
 
be explained by psychologists as being related to the attitude shown in answer
 
#1.Thesame corollafy of attitude is seen between answers#2arid #3.
 
Th0MechanicalProblem
 
Traffic signals have become more and more sophisticated, especially in
 
the past decade.The original idea wasa simple clockthat changed the lightson
 
aset time pattern(15secondsfor each traffic rnovement,for example).This led
 
to more complicated clocksthat had multiple time patternsfordifferenttimes of
 
the day or different days(15secondsfor each traffic movement M-F6am-6pm,
 
and lOseconds per movementthe rest ofthe week,for example). This then led
 
to the ability for the signal to''sense" a vehicle's presence and respond to that
 
vehicle as required. This last type of signal that is mostcommon today is called
 
an acft/afed s^na/, which uses either motion sensors(cameras,infrared beams)
 
or metal detectors imbedded in thepavement.
 
With the complexity ofthe modern signal, which today incorporates a
 
computer controller, numerpussensing devices, multiple switches and redundant
 
safety overrides, the frequency that drivers will encounter a malfunctioning
 
(poorly or noh-responding)signal increasesdramatically simply dud to the
 
complexity ofthe signal:
 
13
 
My own experience with Cathedral City, and the Berryman-Stevenson
 
study have clearly shown that the more often a driver encounters a
 
malfunctioning signal system,the more likely they are to begin to ignore all signal
 
systems in general due to increasing distrust in their reliability. It is not
 
uncommon today to go to any properly functioning signal and observe drivers
 
come to a stop, look both waysand proceed through the red light if traffic is clear.
 
When asked in surveys,these drivers most often respond that they have waited
 
for X number of minutes here every dayfor x number ofdays and have
 
independently decided the signalIs not working properly. ThisIs true even ifthe
 
total cycle length for the signal is only90orfewer seconds, which is the average
 
length ofa cycle.^
 
The Time Perception Problem
 
As alluded to in the surveys cited above,signal designers and
 
maintenance personnel arefaced daily with the general public's perception of
 
time being skewed by the go/stop relationship of urban traffic.
 
Windowsurveys ofdrivers stopped ata red light with a predetermined
 
constantfixed red phase duration of55seconds have shown that the average
 
driver perceives this55seconds assomewhere between 90and 180seconds.
 
The reasons espoused by expert sources(butso far unproven)are that drivers
 
are traveling at average speOds between signals of about40to 45 mph.A
 
multiple signal systern geherally hasspacing between signals of 1/2 or 1/4 miles.
 
This distance is traveled in about45seconds.Thus,the driver isfaced with a
 
Ibid.
 
Ibid.
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visual perception ofgood active progress that is regularly interrupted with periods
 
ofinactive non-progress.The periods of non-progress are then perceived as
 
longer than the periods of active progress,even though they are of aboutthe
 
same duration.^
 
All of this skewed time perception leads to driverfrustration with the signal
 
system and then to all signals in general as interruptive and irritating as opposed
 
to being perceived asa necessary safety device,that in reality, causes only
 
minor actual delays when real time is measured.
 
Engineers in the field of traffic signal system coordination are very pleased
 
when they can reduce the delay time in an arterial system by5or6%.Drivers
 
surveyed before and after such system coordination is installed generally state
 
they see a savings of15to20% when actual measurements can only accountfor
 
the5%expected.
 
So,the psychology of drivers, the mechanics oftraffic signals and the
 
time-perception of drivers waiting at red lights are the key problems inherent to
 
developing a traffic signal installation policy. There are otherfactors such as cost
 
and aesthetics butthese are more site-specific and not as general in nature,so
 
are outside the scope ofthis policy analysis.
 
Other complications that should be noted, include the inripact on traffic
 
signals by pedestrians,emergehcy vehicles, special events, weathprand outside
 
influences.
 
Field "Stop Light" Survey performed by Jerry V.Jack and Kevin Lookwood forthe City of
 
Cathedral City and the Coachella Valley Association ofGovernments,October 1996.
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POLICY OBJECTIVES AND MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
 
The ksy objectives or goals of traffic signal installation warrants, critsria
 
and policy are easily recognized by the general public and the analysts. The
 
reason that traffic signals were invented in the first place was to "assign right-of­
way"as defined in the MUTCD.Butthe real purpose was to prevent vehicular
 
accidents and thereby reduce the growing number of injuries and fatalities that
 
occurred as the heyday ofthe automobile arrived in the early 1920's.
 
Engineers in the 1920's-1940's experimented in different States on how
 
to assign R/W in a safe and efficient manner that was easily recognizable by all
 
drivers. Overafew decades many devices were tried with varying success rates.
 
One problem that arose early on wasa need for uniformity across the United
 
States sothat drivers traveling U.S. highways and later thefreeways, would not
 
be confronted with 50 different device configurations. The various agencies
 
worked together and eventually the MUTCD was developed. Although there are
 
variations on the basic traffic signal,there is enough uniformity to make them all
 
recognizable by drivers.
 
A key element in the use ofthe traffic signal(and indeed, all traffic control
 
devices)is "self-regulation"; the driver must voluntarily comply. Although there is
 
the possibility that at any time a violator may be seen and apprehended by a law
 
enforcement officer, the likelihood is small, and therefore we essentially rely on
 
David Colker,"Wizardry That Keepsthe City in Motion",LosAngdies Times,(Los
 
Angeies,GA),19 march 1998,Sec.A,Pg.1 &21.
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ourfellow drivers toobey the "rules ofthe road" and the traffic control devices
 
Without"self regulation", none ofthe MUTCD Or other devices would work at all.
 
With that knowledge,the number one purpose ofthe traffic signal and the
 
policy for installation is to assign R/W and by doing so,reduce accidents and
 
most especially fatalities. There are three key objectives ofthe policy:
 
POLICY OBJECTIVES
 EFFECTIVENESS CRITERIA
 
(Measurable Outcomes)
 
1, 	Reduce accidents(especially fatalities) a Follow-up statistical data
 
b. 	Visual, intuitive observations of
 
"near-misses" and yellow phase
 
violations
 
2. Reduce driver irritation over"too many a: Follow-up time/delay studies
 
stop signs and signals" b. Follow-up capacity studies
 
c. 	Driver surveys
 
3. Reduce automobile related pbllutants a. Volume/time delay quantity
 
extrapolation for air quality
 
control formulae
 
b. 	Before and after surface pollutant
 
load measurements using
 
NPDES criteria
 
c. 	Petroleum consumption
 
calculations
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Development of Objectives
 
Objective#1,the reduction ofaccidents: this Is the primary reason traffic
 
signals were first invented in the early 1920's. As vehicle speeds increased and
 
the noitiber of drivers and size of vehicles grew,the number ofcollisions, injuries
 
and fatalities increased. The days ofthefriendly hand wave acquiescence of
 
right ofway gave way to the need for uniform traffic control devices that are
 
efficient, cheap,effective and readily recognizable.
 
Objective#2,reduction ofdriverirritation, is a direct result of having achieved
 
objective#1.Once the traffic signal had evolved to essentially its currentform, its
 
proliferation of use by all agencies created a situation of"too much ofa good
 
thing". The traveling public was more than willing to stop once in a while and
 
interrupt their active progress to be safe and courteous. But when that once in a
 
while became a once every660feet,(the standard distance ofa small city block,
 
intersection to intersection), they quickly became irritated and less cooperative
 
with the system. Demands by the driving publicfor more efficientsystems have
 
increased exponentially in the pasttwo decades.The trend for drivers(as
 
discussed)to limit their self regulation is essentially a regression by drivers, to
 
the"good old days"when they independently decided who had the right ofway at
 
any given time by eye contact or a hand wave to other drivers.
 
Objective #3,reduction ofautomobile pollutants, is a result ofthe sheer
 
number of vehicles in use today.The pollutant load upon the environment in the
 
form of hydrogen sulfides and carbons entering the atmosphere and petroleum
 
hydrocarbons and solvents entering the ground and groundwater has become a
 
major cause ofenvironmental degradation in the world today.
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A related eriviroiiiTiei^tal irripact is the use ofraw materials taken from the
 
earth to sustain the automobile industry, including the oil, gas, rubberarid metals
 
required tOi build and dperate automobiles.
 
The U.S. Dept. of Transportatipn National Highway Safety Administration
 
reported 8476fatalitiesin 1995as a result ofred light violations at traffic signals.
 
Ofthese,41%were alcohol related. Thus,59% ofthe fatalities involved were
 
non-alcohol red light violations. When otherfactors and types ofaccidents are
 
removed,45% oftraffic signal related fatalities were caused by red light
 
violations of non impaired drivers. In previous years, alcohol wasthe#1 cause of
 
red light violation fatalities. In 1995,this became the#2cause while non-impaired
 
red light violations were the leading cause ofaccidentfatalities for the year.^
 
^®The data leading to this reversal can be tracked forsome20 years as the two
 
factors(alcohol related and non-alcohol related)came closer together and finally
 
switched places. The question is, why?
 
Expert Opinion and Discussion
 
It would appear thatsomething other than alcohol is causing drivers to cease
 
their long track record Of efficieht self-regulation at traffic signals. These fatality
 
National Highway&Transportation Safety Association,A/af/ona/AccidentSampling
 
Sysfem-Genera/£^sf/mafes Sysfe/w,20January 1997, [AppendixA]
 
http://www:nhtsa.dot.aov/proDle/ncsa/hass qeslhtml
 
National Centerfor Statistics and Analysis, Research and Development,Fatal Accident
 
Reporting System(JFARS):TrafficSafetyFactsims, 20January 1997, [AppendixA]
 
http://www:nhtSa.dot.aov/people/nesa/fars html
 
National Centerfor Statistics and Analysis, Research and Development,rra«7c Safefy

Facts 1995, Oyervlew,20January 1997. http://www:nhtsa.dot.aov
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statistics correlate very well with the recordsfor major injury accidents(+/-2%).
 
It is importantfor Cathedral City to note here that these are national statistics. In
 
Cathedral City there were only2fatalities in 1995 and only oneofthese was
 
traffic signal related. Notably,the one did not involve alcohol.
 
Accident statistics are calculated by variousformulas incorporating: total
 
vehicle miles traveled in the survey sample(derived from gassalesfigures),
 
divided by the total number of vehicles on the road(derived from motor vehicle
 
department records), divided by the reported nurhber of accident typas, injuries
 
or fatalities(derived from police records)depending on the selected
 
measurement desired
 
The InMitute of Traffic Engineers has been publishing papers and discussion
 
on this topicfor the past several years.The generalfocus has been upon the
 
disparate relationship between the very scientific application and intent ofthe
 
warrantsystem as a meansto justify new traffic signals,and the actual method of
 
economic/political/technical balancing used by agencies such as CathedrarCity.
 
^However,none ofthe papers has suggested codifying the political warrant.
 
ALTERNATIVESAND THEIR COSTS
 
The Cathedral City Council could take several courses of action oh the policy
 
for the installation of traffic signals. Thefollowing group of alternatives are the
 
most apparentand likely choices.
 
National Centerfor Statistics and Analysis, Research and Development,Fatal Accident
 
Reporting System(PARS)Traffic SafetyFacts1995, 20January 1997,
 
http://www:nhtsa.dot.aov/people/nG.sa/far5=; html
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Alternatives Synopsis
 
1. Status Quo. Council could choose to continue the current procedure based on
 
the Warrant Policyfrom the MUTCD and continuing to administer exceptions on
 
a case by case basis,following no written policy but keeping the ability to use the
 
"political" warrant.The Council would be rhaking their dscisions based upon a
 
balance between technical expertise ofstaff and the political pressures exerted
 
by the businessand public sectors. (This wasthe situation at the inception of
 
this paper,thus status quo is defined as the Council's approach to signal
 
installation as of8/98).
 
2. Hard Line. Council could choose to take a hard line stance and followthe
 
MUTCD and Caltrans Warrant procedures"by the book",and toso state in a City
 
3. Add Politicat Warrant. Council could decide to adopta written policy to
 
include the "political" warrant or variations of it along with the MUTCD warrant
 
system.
 
4. Custom Research and Po//cy. Council could decide to hire the necessary
 
experts to do in-depth scientific research and write a new set of policy standards
 
for traffic signal installation, specifically forthe City, and independentfrom the
 
MUTCD or Caltrans warrants.
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George G.Protopapas,"The Ten CommandmentsofPolitical Engiheering"and"Ten
 
More Commandments ofPolitical Engineering". Institute of Transportation Studies, University of
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 5. Sfncf///)7^^//f/Ve Approac/). Gouncil could dGcid© toforgo any writtGn policy
 
and rescind the existing one in favor ofa strictly intuitive approach on a case by
 
case basis using available data, staff expertise and their own political judgement.
 
There are other options that would essentially be variations or combinations
 
ofthose listed above, but the basic Courses of action available are covered in the
 
five options listed.
 
Discussion of Alternatives
 
1)The StatusQuo Alternative.
 
Keeping the status quo always has certain advantages;The risk ofliability is
 
reduced since proceduresare not being changedfrom accepted practice. In this
 
case,the use ofthe MUTCD Warrantsystem has been thoroughly tested and
 
refined by professional engineers and lawyers across the nation. The system is
 
well known and uniformlyadministered.The use ofthe political warrant by local
 
agencies is also well knovvn,even if not codified,and developers and technicians
 
expectto encounter it in some forrh.
 
The status quois also inexpensive. There is no need to conduct new studies
 
or generate data. Stafftime is not heeded to write or implement a new or revised
 
policy and staff needs no new training. Even paper and copying costs are extant:
 
Alternative#1 Sfafi/s Qi/o
 
Pros: a. Reduced risk of liability in following an established procedure.
 
California Tech Transfer, O(Aober ^9^2& b<Aober i9Q3respe0^\ye\y.
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b 	No new studies required or policiesto be written. Hard dollar
 
costs are at a rninirnurn.
 
c. 	Gives Council political flexibility while maintaining a tie to
 
nationally established methodology.
 
Cons. a. Opens up potential liability to City in exercise of non­
standardizs^"political warrant". This option hasthe greatest
 
potential cost based on court cases wherejuriOs have held
 
agenciesfinancially liable for installing an unwafranted or poorly
 
planned traffic control device,including trafficsignals. So
 
courtjudgements have beSn in the tens of millions of dollars
 
b. 	Opens question of whether or not Council hastaken a legitimate
 
look at new statistics in accident analysis in maintaining an old
 
C. 	The FederalGovernment under the EPA takes a critical look at
 
the way local agenciesspend federal highway dollars. Many of
 
the grantsfor signals and signal systems are awarded based
 
upon the agency's ability to reduce the number ofstops and
 
delay times on the local streets by reducing the number and
 
frequency ofstop signs and traffic signals. Environmentalists
 
and EPA administrators have heavily criticized the use ofthe
 
political warrant and asa result,somejurisdictions have not
 
received federalfunding for traffic control devices.^
 
Kari Hudson,"Intelligent Highways:eight waysto increase your street smarts",Vlme/7ca/7
 
Ctfy& Codnfy, November1995,pg.48.
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d. The actual cost to the ehvironment in increased fuel
 
consumption,increased air pollutant loadsfrom emission and
 
grdund water Contamination from non pointsources knovvh to
 
com© from automobile petroleum, when the political warrant is
 
exercised alone.
 
e, An often-overlooked cost isthe guilt factor(ofthe decision-

makers)thatcomes with the knowledge(after a fatal accident
 
recdnstruction)that an unwarranted traffic signal had a direct
 
causal link to a severe injury orfatality.
 
2)The HarclLine Alternative
 
This alternative allows the Council to rely exclusively upon accepted national
 
standards. Tort liability Is significantly reduced and application is 100% uniform.
 
The MUTCD Warrantsystem becomes in effect the Council policy. Staff direction
 
is clear and straightforward with no roorh variance(or flexibility) When
 
developers or the public make a request,a simpleformula is calculated and the
 
decision is made promptly.
 
Previousand subsequent Councils have the same approach to requests and
 
there is a consistent application ofthe policy through a long period oftime adding
 
to the consistency ofsignal installation throughout the City's growth and
 
.expansion.',; ■ 
On the downside however,this type of hard line stance can lead to 
constituent revolt if their pprceptions ofspecifie safety problems are not 
assuaged,and there can be political falloutfrom being inflexible. 
Alternative#2 Hard Line
 
Pros; a. The unvvritten political vvarrant is rernovecl, reducing potential
 
liability.
 
b. 	Additional hard dollar costs are at a minimum.
 
c. 	Decisions can be delegated to technical staff, relieving Council
 
ofthe entire issue.
 
d. 	Concerns ofenvironmentalists can be countered by the long
 
established MUTCD technical data that balances
 
safety/convenience and stop/delay times.
 
e. 	Applying established nationally accepted methods largely
 
mitigates the guiltfactor.
 
Cons: a. Flexibility at the political level is reduced to zero.
 
b. 	Council can be criticized for not keeping up with new trends and
 
thought in accident data interpretation.
 
c. 	This approach can affect potential development and lead to
 
clainris by developersthat they will not develop in the City due to
 
the rigid policy.
 
3)TheA0Political WarrantAlternative
 
Here isthe advantage Of keepihg{and adding to)the status quo,at least it
 
follows the systems of application ofthe existing MUTCD Warrantsystem. There
 
are additional costs in having staff draft and refine the additional policy and
 
documentation, but since thisIs not an engineered type of analysis, the amount
 
oftechnical ciata is small so can be ea$ily handled by a small staff.
 
Alternative#3 Codify Political Warrant
 
Pros; 3- Having a written policy describing the approach and reasons to
 
the "political" vvarrant would reduce potential liability ^ 
 
exercising that warrant.
 
b. 	The risk oflosing anyfederalfunds would be reduced.
 
c. 	Gpuncil is seen as proactive and concerned with keeping in
 
touch with modern trends and data. Can be seen as politically
 
astute.
 
d. 	The guilt factoris significantly reduced,
 
e. 	Councils flexibility is retained in the decision making process.
 
f. 	 Thereisa decrease in tort liability by codifying a practice that
 
has traditionally been applied intuitively.
 
g. 	Same benefits as"a"and "c" in alternative #1.
 
a. Reduced risk of liability in following an established
 
procedure.
 
c. 	Gives Council political flexibility while maintaining a tie to
 
nationally established methodology
 
Cons: a. Research and technical data required to adopt a sound policy
 
could take a significant amount ofstaff or consultant time and
 
run into tens ofthousands of dollars, although, in relation to
 
Other alternative costs, this could be considered small,
 
b. 	Taking a proactive or lead approach can Often open up liability
 
in new areas oftort law as yet untested.(This can become
 
either a benefit or cost.)
 
c. 	Such a proactive stance could lead to the subject going in front
 
of Councilfrequently for review and appeal/revision over several
 
■ years 
4) 	The CustomResearch andPolicy Alternative 
This alternative involves istaff or rnore probably a cohsulting firrn doing in-
depth research and statistical analysis of Ipcal and regional traffic data in order to 
establish signal installation warrants that are "heeds specific" to the City. This, 
based upon the process involved with the development of the MUTCDWarrants; 
could take months or even years to develop and experience would indicate that 
the hard dollar costs would be in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
Although the ultimate policy developed should be ideally suited to the local 
needs, taking into account local driver attitudes and psychologies, the overall 
cost/benefit ratio are probably not Justifiable. The cost of a new traffic signal is 
about $150,000 in today's market. Gurrently, Cathedral City has about $6 million 
in hardware and equipment invested in its signal system. Annual maintenance 
costs exceed $250,000. However, defending a nevy warrant policy in any court 
action could run Into several million dollars. The last action claim against 
Cathedral City for a traffic accident involving a signal cost the City weir over 
$250,000 in court and settlement costs, and this action was settled out of court; 
with only a brief hearing procedure. 
Further, the custom research and policy alternative could open up the 
possibility of new directions in signal design and application. Some of the new 
"Intelligent Transportation Systems" technologies might be explored for local 
application. Many tests of such systems at the national level are currently 
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 underway at the investment of hundreds of millions of dollars. Such things as
 
automaticstop overrides*on vehicles approaching yellow phase signals,
 
automatic photo identification and ticketing cameras or system reactive corridor
 
timing methods could be explored and used.
 
• Currently e)q3erlmental devices added to vehicles and controlled by the traffic signal
 
eguipment which detect vehicle speedsand can externallyslow orstop an approaching
 
vehicle.These devices are a part ofthe new technology l)eing touted as Intelligent
 
Transportation Systems under various Federal Clean Air Grants.
 
Alternative#4 Custom Researciran&Policy
 
Pros; a. Uability is significantly reduced.
 
b. Environirientat concerns are mitigated.
 
c. Federalfunding is not at risk.
 
d. Council is seen asactively interested in the whole issue and as
 
being proactive in finding solutions.
 
e. The guilt factor is largely mitigated.
 
f. Newfunding possibilities arise when leading the research in a
 
g. Council gets to create its own models,which allowsfor great
 
flexibility.
 
Karl Hudson,"Intelligent Highways:eight ways to increase yourstreet smarts",Amer/can
 
C/fy& Counfy, November1995,pg.52.
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Cons; a. The hard dollar Costsfor this would be proh^^ for a small
 
agency like Cathedral City.
 
5)Striqtly Intuitive Approach Alternative
 
The Council has ultimate flexibility and discretion in applying their own ideas
 
and impressions about traffic control systems when the intuitive approach is
 
employed. EaCh individual situation i$ examined on a case by case basis,
 
weighing the political, social and technical aspects ofthe situation. Council is
 
clearly in charge and staff plays a supporting role. Technical and professional
 
staff are not dictating rigid forms of application.
 
Inputsfrom developers, staff, publicspokespersons, businesses and all
 
relevant groupscan be beard and weighed on an equitable political basis. Each
 
successive makeup ofthe Council is able to adapt its policy to fit its own unique
 
political structure. There is the potential however,ofIdading to ever-changing
 
and inconsistent policies.
 
Alternative#5 PolicyofIntuition
 
Pros: a. Council has ultimate flexibility in the decision making process
 
b. Hard costsfor research are eliminated.
 
c. Council is seen aspro development and responsive to resident
 
concerns.
 
Ibid., pg.48.
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Cons: a. Potential liability in notfollowing any national standards is
 
escalated drastically.
 
b. Actualfuture traffic patterns are unpredictable and uncontrolled.
 
c. EPA and federal funding are at risk.
 
d. Technical and professional staff recommendations are directly
 
pitted against developer or resident requests.
 
MODELING THEALTERNATIVES
 
Administration ofanyadopted policy usually occurs when a developer ora
 
citizens group approachesthe City Councilwith a requestfor a new traffic signal
 
atsome given intersection. In the case ofthe developers, It is generally in
 
conjunction with a proposed new development or occasionally as part of an
 
existing business center.
 
Howeverthe request arises, the methodology used in making a decision on
 
the need ofthe new signal is essentially the same.The only variable is the
 
political impact or strength ofthe grdup or person making the request. It is the
 
political factor that makesthe choice of which alternative to use so difficult.
 
Further, politics carinot be quantified asto how much weight it deserves to carry
 
in the overall decision process. Rather, politics is clearly a qualitative factor as
 
opposed toa quantitative factor. Asa result, the model becomes one of weighing
 
the various enaineerina and quantitativefactors aoainstthis one qualitative
 
factor.
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THE ANALYSIS MODEL:
 
Scenario: Request by developer"A"or citizens group"B"for a new traffic signal
 
at intersection "X".
 
Goalsfor Model Outcome:
 
#1 Reduce Accidents/Increase Traffic safety
 
#2 Improve Access/Circulation
 
#3 Minimize Total Stops and Delays
 
#4 Be PoliticallyAcceptable
 
The Analysis Model on thefollowing page is used for any/all ofthe
 
alternatives and will apply to each equally well. Following the depicted model,
 
each ofthe5alternatives(in the order previously presented)willbe processed
 
through the model to examine the anticipated outcomes and results.
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Inputs:
 
1)Traffic Counts
 
2)Mapping of Proposed Locations
 
3)Accident History
 
4)Previous Studies atSame Locations
 
5)Expert Opinion of Engineers and
 
Law Enforcement
 
The Analysis Model
 
Factorsto Weigh:
 
1)Total Traffic VolumesAffected
 
2)Traffic Volumes Newly Generated
 
3)Economic Impact of Requestor vs.
 
Cost of Installation/Maintenance
 
4)Political Acceptance ofYes/No Decision by
 
Council
 
5)Other Routes Available to Access Arterial
 
Quantitative Data
 
1)Generate Standard Computer Models of Proposals
 
for Delay and Stop Time Factors
 
2)	Mathematical Flexibility Factors:
 
a)Regional or Local Arterial
 
b)Distance to NextSignals
 
Outcomes:
 
1)Safety Goals Met?
 
2)Access/Circulation Acceptable?
 
3)Stop/Delay Times Acceptable?
 
4)Yes/No Answer Politically Acceptable?
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Alternative Status Quo Model
 
If wefollow the illustrated modeldepicted on the previous page,we cansee
 
that safety remains the overall guiding goal in the application ofthe City's policy.
 
With that in mind, it is very difficult to avoid using the established MUTCD
 
Warrants as a major criteria. These hava bpen created andrefined over several
 
decades and are geared towards the goal of traffic safety.
 
The MUTCD Warrants take into accountthe known research data about the
 
number and type ofaccidents that are reduced with the installation ofany new
 
signal. This isweighed against the known increases in certain types of accidents
 
after the installation.
 
The only flaw in the MUTCD Warrants is the new data thatshowS an
 
increasing frequency offatal and serious injury accidents asa result of red light
 
violations. The MUTCD has yet to address this issue. No knovwi statistics have
 
been developed as yet to correlate the hew numbers with the MUTCD standard
 
volume inputs. Experts in thefield^f^^tend toogree that the correlation lies in
 
the relationship between stop/delay time and the increase in red light violations.
 
There is also some evidence to supgestthat signal maintenance and reliability
 
play an important part in the equation. Identifying these unknowns does not
 
simplify the decision process butrather makes it more reiiant on the political
 
S3
 
Mr.Athsnasios K.Zijlaskopoulos, Professor ofCivil Engineering, Northwestem
 
yniversity, inteiview by authors January 1998.
 
Mr.C.Hui Lai,Registered Traffic Engineerfor the State of Caiifornia, Consultantto
 
aovemmentagencies,interview by the author17September1998.
 
Mr. Brian Gallagher,City ofLos Angeles Senior Traffic Engineer,interview by author17
 
September1998.
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intuition ofthe Council asto how and where to include this new data on red light
 
violations.
 
If we continue with the status quo policy, the Councilisfaced with trying to
 
intuitively decide if adding another new signal in an arterial traffic system will
 
actually increase the risk ofdriver dissatisfaction and thereby increase the risk of
 
fatal accidents. This does notseem to satisfy the#1 goal of safety. It also puts
 
Council Squarely in the "hot seat" when the request(or demand)is coming from a
 
business concern or group of constituents.
 
iStatus Quo Model Outcomes: Alternative#1 I 
1)Safety Goals Met? 
2)Access/Glrculation Acceptable? 
3)Stop/Delay Times Acceptable? 
4)Yes/NO Answer Politically Acceptable? 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Yes 
Not Clear 
Probably Not 
Yes 
A/femaf/Ve#2Hard17/76 Mode/
 
Modeling the hard line approach alternative wesee the Council being taken
 
offthe"hot seat" by virtue of total reliance on the engineering and technical staff
 
or consulting experts givihg the Councila clear direction based on quantitative
 
data. The approach through tho model is one ofcold determinate facts, which
 
lead to a calculable ansvyer.
 
UnfortunatPlyv the existing \A^rrants, if used in the model,do not address the
 
new information on the trend toward increased red light violations. Using rigid
 
datafrom the Warrants could create a situation where the traveling public seesa
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new signal go into a location that makes no sense to the average driver. The
 
result could be a tendencyfor many drivers to decide that this new signal is not
 
necessary and begin to ignore it altogether assome ofthe red-light violation data
 
suggests.^This then could result in the hard line alternative actually decreasing
 
the safety desired in the goals setforth.
 
In addition, the hard line approach eliminates the Councils ability to approve a
 
new signal for a business which might bring in a large increase in City revenuas
 
which could in turn have improved the police departments ability to do better
 
traffic enforcement at signals city wide.
 
Following the hard line model approach could easily fall well short of all the
 
goals desired.
 
Hard Line Model Outcomes: Alternative#2
 
1)Safety Goals Met? 1) Yes
 
2)Access/Circulation Acceptable? 2) No
 
3)Stop/Delay Times Acceptable? 3) Probably Not
 
4)Yes/No Answer Politically Acceptable? 4)
 No
 
Alternative Adding thePo
 
By adding the political warrantto the City's policy theflow ofthe model
 
becomesa bit clearer in that the political factors are given some official credence
 
at the outset. This then allows the Council and staff to address this issue with
 
some legitimacyfrom the beginning.
 
■ 00 ■ ■ ,. . 
Berryman-Stevenson Traffic Surveyforthe Cities ofRancho Mirage and Paim Desert
 
April 1986.
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Council can weightthe political warrantequally alongside the other technical
 
warrants. The problem shown in alternative#2(The Hard Line Model)would be
 
avoided in that the economic realities ofa new or growing business could be
 
viewed on the basis of benefitto the City overall/and notjust impact the specific
 
intersection. Council might be willing to acceptsome decrease in single location
 
safety if it increases overall fjublic safety
 
The risk hereis allpwing the political warrant to cpmpletely overshadow
 
the technical warrants and professional insights offered by staff and consultants.
 
The use ofthe available traffic computer models can offer a great dealof insight
 
into potential problemsand variables at the intersection in question. Today's
 
simulation models are sophisticated enough to provide legitimate animation of
 
the variables in a real time scenario. This modeling/animation tool, coupled with
 
the political warrant could proyide an ultimate positive outcome ofthe model
 
goals. Or,conversely,the simulation tools could point out the flaws in the weight
 
given the political warrant.
 
IAdding the Political Warrant Model Outcomes: Altemative#3|
 
i)Safety Goals Met? 1) Yes
 
2)Access/Circulation Acceptable? 2) Yes
 
3)Stop/DelayTimes Acceptable? 3) Probably Yes
 
4)Yes/No Answer Politically Acceptable? 4) Yes
 
Altemative
 
Here th© model can take on any form Council desires. The inputs are
 
determined not by preset systems or analyses but by the specific things the
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Council wants to see. The goals remain the same but the inputs are varied
 
according to local need and political realities. Along with this flexibility comes the
 
requirement to justify all the inputs and variables used to reach the goals, which
 
becomes a major burden upon the Council and staff.
 
If the Council has the resources to provide in-depth engineering and statistical
 
research which is then developed into the local warrant system, the Council
 
would also have to weigh the question of whether this expenditure could not be
 
better spent elsewhere. The costs to complete such research and put it into
 
forms that could stand up in court would probably run into the hundreds of
 
thousands of dollars and take several years to complete. Although it is clear
 
that new research is needed to address the issue of red light violation fatalities,
 
there is much doubt as to whether or not any single agency (especially a small
 
one)hasthe resources or commitment necessary to see it through. Even the City
 
of Los Angeles has not attempted to create their own version of the whole
 
warrant system.
 
The Research and Custom Policy model then works very well, but the costs
 
of generating the appropriate inputs becomes a staggering proposition.
 
Research &Custom Policy Model Outcomes: Alternative#4
 
1)Safety Goals Met? 1) Yes
 
2)Access/Circulation Acceptable? 2) Yes
 
3)Stop/Delay Times Acceptable? 3) Yes
 
4)Yes/No Answer Politically Acceptable? 4) Yes
 
Karl Hudson,"Intelligent Highways:eight waysto increase your street smarts",American
 
City& County, November 1995, pg.48.
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 vA/^maf/ve#5
 
Here again the model breaks dow right away the technical data is still
 
developed but the way in which to use or view it becornes very unclear. The
 
technical inputs are useful and necessary to the model, but the Council ultimately
 
has to decide independently ofthem on the issue of safety and political viability.
 
However,the use ofexpert opinion and staff resources can be emphasized or
 
de-emphasized depending on the political "bent" of the situation at hand. This
 
lends itself to total flexibility of the type elected officials geherally long for. This
 
approach also opens up the question of ethical determination over every single
 
decision made using this alternative, depending on the stakeholder acceptance
 
ofthe final decision. Inconsistency in application through changesIn City Council
 
makeupwould be another obvious problem.
 
Although this is prbbably the most politically desirable alternative to apply, it is
 
clearly notthe most effectivefrom a publicsafetyor liability standpoint.
 
Using Strictly Intuitib Model dutGomes: Alternative#5
 
1)Safety Goals Met!? 1) Probably Not
 
2)Access/dirdulation Acceptable?! f ;2) Not Clear
 
3)Stop/Delay Times Acceptable? :3) Probably Not
 
4)Yes/No Answer Politically Acceptable? ^ Yes :
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 SECTION I CONCLUSION:BALANCING COSTSAND EFFECTIVENESS
 
CostsassociatGd with the Cpuncil'sifinal policy can rangefrom nearlyzero in
 
Alternatives#1(Status Quo),#2(Harcl Line)and #5(Strictly Intuitive)to potentially
 
millions that could be required to implement alternative #4(Custom). But,
 
misapplicatipn of any policy alternative could lead to multiple millions in accident
 
claim damagesfrom tort cases. While alternative #3(Political warrant)would
 
incursome costs to the City for stafftime and some expert analysis,this should
 
notexceed afew thousand dollars. On this basis alone any alternative except#4
 
seemsto be a feasible option.
 
The Public Safety Factor
 
The "public safety" cry has been a rallying call for activists in all fields for
 
generations and thefield oftraffic safety is no exception.The vocal public can
 
often apply pressure to elected officials that will require resourcesfar
 
Putweighing the available assets.The Council will need to choose an alternative
 
that clearly demonstrates an honest attempt to increase the overall safety ofthe
 
driving public. This would then indicate alternatives#2(Hard Line),#3(Political
 
warrant)or#4(Custom)as they are weighted heavily with engineering data and
 
expertise
 
The Public Access/Business Circulation Factor
 
The City Council needs to be sensitive to the needs of existing and potential
 
business and the access, circulation problems associated with the increased
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traffic loads on City streets. Though business ownerS:wduld favor a signal at
 
every intersection/this is clearly^ a feasible approach to locating signals.
 
Having an established pblicythat takes into account the safety and political
 
needs ofthe City's businessowners would be very helpful when Councilis
 
pressed for individual signal request^. Alternatives#3(Politlcal VVarfant)and
 
#4{Custom)are the only alternatives that will assist Council with balancing the
 
safety/access issue.
 
The GeneralPublic Stop/DelayFactor(DriverIrritation)
 
The burpose of traffic sighala still remains to assign rights-of-way to drivers in
 
areas where there are too many motorists forthem all to make their own
 
independent decisioris. And,the traffic signal is still a self-regulating device. As
 
such,the driving publictakes part in the success ofthe signal location by the rate
 
with which they respect the signal. In other words,studies show that signals
 
located in areas the generalpublicseesgs unnecessary, have a higher rate of
 
red and yellow light violations.
 
Councit has a responsibility to take into accountthe spacing,locations and
 
use of traffic signals beyond the mathematical warrants identified in the MUTCD
 
The general public is often overlooked in theStrict application ofthe MUTCD
 
warrants, at least in the "driver irritation'' aferia. By this, I mean that signal
 
spacing, numbers and system use is not addfessed in the MUTCD and is often
 
given little attention when political foeus is on a single intersection orstreet.
 
Alternative #3(Political Warrant)and#4(Custom)will help address this problem
 
Art^ile still using the MUTCD's established and credible ^^^S^^
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 The Political WarrantFactor
 
This Policy is almost ©venly balanced between the safety needs and the
 
political needs of the City. It is legitimate to assist business and alter traffic
 
circulation patterns in ordertofurther the City's growth and economic interests.
 
But,these interests must be balanced againstthe safety criteria the public
 
■ deserves ■ ■ ■ 
Any signal designer vvill cx)nfirm thatthe installation ofa signal does not
 
guarantee improved safety In fact, there are numeroustypes of accidents that
 
actually increasewhen a new signal is installed.^Most decisions rriade at the
 
political level do nottake this fact into account.
 
Though it mayseem unusual or even grammatically contradictoryto"codify" a
 
political decision making procees, this is cleafly the best alternative available to
 
the Council in order to maximize the positive desired outcomes ofthe policy.
 
FINALRECOMMENpATION
 
Based oh the need to maximize the positivedesired butcbmes, it is the
 
recommendation ofthis analysis that Councilstrongly consider codifying the
 
"political warrant"as outlined herein as Alternative#3(Addihg the Political
 
-Warranty
 
it should be added that Alternative#4(Research&Custom Policy)needsto
 
beaddressed and supported a|much as is possible in the context ofcooperatihg
 
^ Mr.C.HuiLai,Registered Traffic Engineerforth State ofCalifornia, Gonsultant to
 
gdvemmentagencies,interview bythe author17September 1998.
 
Mr. Brian Gallagher,City ofLos Angeles Senior Traffic Engineer,interview by author17
 
September1998.
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with State and Federal programs that are working in the area of"Intelligent Trafric
 
Control Systems".
 
The final note ofthis analysis is to remind the Council that this subject has a
 
scope and applicability that goesfar beyond the usual policy a single City Council
 
normally deals with. By this I mean,that the MUTCD warrants and the data
 
developed behind them have taken decades and thousands of hours of expertise
 
to achieve. It is not expected for a City Council to make wholesale sweeping
 
changes in a policy that is modeled ata national level. But, by taking an
 
incremental and positive step forward as described in Alternative #3,and
 
codifying the "political warrant"as defined and applied atthe local level, the
 
Council is participating in a long and well established process of responding to
 
new data, and meeting new problems with innovative approaches in the field of
 
traffic engineering.
 
Additionally,the use ofa(Edified "Political Warrant"asa supplernerit to
 
existing Warrahtsystem does not greatly increase the dollar costs to the City in
 
it's traffic signal progfam.And,could conceivably reduce the costson the long
 
term by reducing the number Of"warranted but undesired"signal installations in
 
thefuture.
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SECTION [l THESOLUTION
 
AN ATTEMPTTO CODIFY THE POLITICAL WARRANT
 
Asthe staff City of eathedral City, California, who is
 
responsible for trafficengineering in the City, I function asthe stafffor the City's
 
Streets and Transportation Commission.This Commission makes
 
recommendations to the City Council on any resident requests or Council
 
requestsfor any traffic problem review.
 
This author has researched the Internet and numerous other sources
 
available to the traffic engineering profession and I havefailed to find any
 
jurisdiction or agency that has successfully codified the political warrant.^In
 
fact, I havefound only vague references to any attempts made./"
 
The reason for this is rather clear; elected officials are reluctant to give up
 
their flexibility in making the final political decision on any given issue. And,
 
though i support this democratic principal, there is sufficientevidence that this
 
particular safety issub(installation ofa trafficsignal)has reached proportions that
 
merit another look at continued political approaches to this decision,
 
39 KeyResources Examined:Institute ofTransportation Engineers(iTE)website,Federal
 
Highway Adnfiinistrati6n(FHWA)website,Intemationai Trai^c Signal Association(ITSSA)
 
website, University ofCaiifornia Berkeley website, Massachusetts institute ofTechnology(MIT)
 
website. Library of Congress website.
 
40 Atli^nasios K.Ziliaskopouios(Louis Berger Junior Professor ofCivil Engineering),"A
 
Methodologyfor Proactive Signal WarrantAnalysis", Northwestern University, availablefrom
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Transpoiiation Commission ^^^
 
In December Gf 1997 I drafted a document at the request of City Council
 
called the Neighborhood Traffic Control Program and Process.This document
 
wasmodeled after similar onesin other California jurisdictions and addressesthe
 
various non-standard devices available to"calmr residential traffic. The Streets
 
and Transportation Commission(S&TG)first reviewed this document,at its
 
12/18/97 meeting.
 
Within the scope ofthe Neighborhood TrafficControl ProgramW
 
document I included a section entitled: Establishment and Codification ofthe
 
Cathedral City"Local Warrant".(Original version attached as Appendix E,final
 
version attached asAppendix F). Written by the author,the document was an
 
attempt to codify the approaches generally used by elected officials to make a
 
determination of traffic signal installations that do not meetstandard engineering
 
warrant criteria. The section wordihg is based upon my 15 years ofexperience as
 
a traffic-engineering prpfessional, and ail input received during the review
 
process described herein.
 
TheS&TC reviewed the draft document at their meetings of 12/18/97 and
 
1/22/98.The comments were very favorable and nochanges were suggested or
 
made to the local(political)warrant section. Thesection was explained to the
 
Dialog, http://nutcweb.tpc.nwu.edu.
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Commission as being innovative and unique,and their response was very
 
positive.
 
The Commission wasaware of at leasttwo existing traffic signals in the
 
City, which they believed were of questionable necessity.The meeting
 
discussions centered on these signals and the inherent problems associated with
 
unwarranted signals. The Comrhission felt that once the NTCP was adopted and
 
in usefor some time,the Local VVarrant criteria could be used to remove or
 
relocate the two signals thatseemed to bo unnecessary.
 
Planning Commission
 
The Cathedral City Planning Commission next reviewed the NTCP at their
 
4 March 1998 meeting and had veryfavorable comments and supported all
 
sections ofthe documentas"unique,forward thinking and practical". The
 
Commission voted to support the NTCP and recommended it to be adopted by
 
the City Council as part ofthe City's pverall Planning Procedures.
 
A final public hearing waS held at the Transportation Commission on 21
 
May 1998 at which some minor changes were made to the overall docurhent, but
 
none to the Local Warrant section, The general public comments were positive
 
aboutthe document, but were negative towards traffic signals in general. As
 
stated by a resident residing on EIna Way who expressed concerns that"the City
 
decided to place traffic signals everywhere there wasa new street, building or
 
store!"
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staffReview
 
During the spring of1998afinal review ofthe NTCP by the Police, Fire,
 
Community pevelopment,and Engineering Department Directors, and the City
 
Attorney was cornpleted. there w few minor corrections to the overall NTCP
 
and the City Attorney addressed lahguage in th Local Warrant Section that
 
specifically clarified the City's liability exposure in adoption ofthe newAA/arrant.
 
This revision by the Attorney's office wasthe only significant revision to the final
 
documenL ascompared with the original draft.
 
City Council
 
Resolution No.98-47on 29July 1998. During the Council session,the questidn
 
was raised asto the reasonsfor including the LocalWarrant in the NTCP,and I
 
was asked to "justify" the adoption ofsuch adocument.Thefollowing narrative is
 
a
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JUSTIFICATION OFTHE LOCALWARRANT
 
Basqd upon the analysis done in Section I ofthis paper,the City
 
Cathedral City could be described as a typical agency when it comes to using the
 
MUTCD Warrant criteria. In my 12 years with the City I have seen atleast three
 
traffic signals, and two major modifications approved by the Council that did not
 
meet any ofthe MUTCD Warrants.*
 
*For reasons ofpbtentlal iiabllity exposure to the City, I will not be elaborating on this
 
statenient.The reader wii|have to accept my word asa "witness''to thesefacts.
 
With this knowledge,and having heard the concerns ofthe Planning and
 
Transportation ComrriiSsioners aboutthe two"unnecessary'- existing signals
 
within the City(as previously discussed), it appeared to me that the City could
 
use at leastsome clarification of its philosophy about traffic signals in general.
 
This rationalization led me to review the alternatives analyzed herein. Aftersome
 
consideration ofthe available resources(financial and staffing)ofthe City, I
 
opted to attempt Alternative#3(Add Political Warrant as outlined on page 25).
 
The writing ofthe Local Warrant(a name coined by City Counsel in
 
preference to the title Political Warrant)first considered the model requirements
 
for safety, access/circulation, stop/delay times and political adceptability.
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Since the addition of this warrant did notsupplantthe use ofthe MUTGd
 
warrant system,the new warrant would not decrease safety asa primary
 
analysis consideration in traffic signal installation. Although there is potential for
 
additional signals being added under the use ofthe new warrant,these would be
 
designed and constructed to meet all the current standards and requirements of
 
the MUTCD.Safety goals would continue to be met by the use ofthe Local
 
Warrant.
 
Access/Circulation
 
The criteria written into the Local Warrant requirement No's 1,2,5,6&10
 
(See Appendix F), all address accessand circulation at either the local or
 
regional level. These criteria take into accountthe City's exMing circulation
 
element ofthe General Plan, and the Coachella Valley Association of
 
Governments regional circulation element.
 
In addition,the City's emergency services departments were consulted on
 
the language ofthe Local warrant and these entities were satisfied that
 
emergency vehicle response times and accesswould not be negatively affected
 
by adoption ofthe Local Warrant.
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Stop/Delay Times
 
The Griteria in the Local Warrant requirements no's4&9will assure that
 
any new signal will maximize the use of Currenttechnology in analyzing stop and
 
delay times. This should allow the new signalto operate at a level of efficiency
 
which will be aecejDtabla to staff and the traveling public.
 
Any new signal,(regardless ofthe criteria used to approve its installation)
 
will add to the stop and delay times ofthe street it is placed on. This is inevitable.
 
The LocalWarrant fequirements will place an added burden on the designers to
 
minimize the overall stop/delay times on the street.
 
Political Accefytabitity
 
This approach(using the Local Warrant)is very politically sound and
 
acceptable to both the applicant and the City. The applicant is given a clearer
 
statSmentofthe City's philosophy prior to doing any design or expending any
 
funds.Th® Gity Councills als^ a given a clear approach, which has the added
 
strength of being already adopted by the Council within the Local Warrant
 
Resolution.
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CONCLUSION
 
It appearsfrom the reaction ofthe various commissioners,senior staff,
 
members ofthe public and tHe elected pfficials that a new approach to dealing
 
with the poiitical realities oftraffic signal ihstallation decision rhakin^ was needed
 
This is clearly the case in the City of Cathedral City asshown by the ease which
 
the new Local Warrant was adopted, f^rankly, I had anticipated thatthe Local
 
Warraht woulci nQt fcje approved by the City Gouncil. Most of my colleagues in the
 
profession also agreed that itwpuld be againstthe odds to get"buy-in"from the
 
various officials.
 
The first conclusion I can feel comfortable endorsihg is that once staff and
 
the officials were given a clear interpretation ofthe data available about red light
 
violation fatalities, they became open and more willing to examine new and
 
innovative ^A/^ys of analyzihg requestsfor traffic signals. This openness allowed
 
the Local Warrantto be viewed asa tool, and not as a detriment to development
 
or an impedimentto political dedsipn making.The commentsfrom the public and
 
the elected officials were consistentiy in line with the survey responses discussed
 
previously."There are too many sighals","why do we need signals for special
 
interest locations(?)", "I have been nearly hit sev®ral times by drivers running the
 
red light", "I think this isjust another symptom of road rage".
 
A second conclusion, again based upon thecomments made during the
 
various meetings, is that neither the Council nor thb public would be satisfied with
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the Status Quo or Hard Line alternatives outlined previously. The Council was
 
clearly ready for new ideas and new alternatives in dealing with the traffic
 
problems of Cathedral City.
 
Other conclusions will have to waitfor the new Local Warrant to be
 
implemented and tested. As development continues and the City grows,the
 
volume of traffic will also grow. Hopefully,ajudicious and logical use of traffic
 
signals within the scheme of traffic devices and enforcement policies will
 
continue to keep the red light violations in Cathedral City within statistically
 
acceptable limits.
 
Minutes ofthe City Council& Planning Commission Meetings of4 March and 21 May
 
1998.
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FOR1995
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1995 Final File
 
Listed below are the initial search results of your query.You can now display
 
specific reports on the returned data.
 
The number ofcrashes is the total number ofcases that satisfy your search
 
criteria. The number ofvehicles is the total number of vehicle records in the
 
above.The number of persons is the total number ofperson records in the above
 
cases.The number offatalities is the total number offatalities occurring in the
 
cases that satisfy your search criteria.
 
tSearch Conditions
iYeap=1995;Traffic Control Devioe=Traf[1c control signal(on colors) without pedestrian

signal,Traffic control(on colors)with pedestrian signal,Traffic control slgnal(on colors)
 
not known whetheror not pedestrian signal. Flashing traffic control signal. Flashing
 
beacon ,Flashlng highway traffic signal,type unknown or otherthan traffic control or
 
beacon.Lane use control signal. Other highway traffic signal. Unknown highway traffic
 
signal
 
earch Results 1995Statistics 
NumberofCrashes:|2,898 ;|37,241 
Numberof VehlclesiiS.SSS 56,524 
NumberofPersons:i9,830 102,103 
State Counts
 
Alabama 53
 
Alaska 4
 
Arizona 138
 
Arkansas 17
 
California 429
 
Colorado 44
 
Connecticut 28
 
Delaware 9
 
District of Columbia 13
 
Florida 334
 
Georgia 66
 
Hawaii 18
 
Idaho 5
 
Illinois 123
 
Indiana 66
 
Iowa 15
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Kansas 18
 
Kentucky 42
 
Louisiana 43
 
Maine 4
 
Maryland 45
 
Massachusetts 39
 
Michigan 155
 
Minnesota 32
 
Mississippi 10
 
Missouri 39
 
Montana 7
 
Nebraska 10
 
Nevada 30
 
New Hampshire 3
 
New Jersey 81
 
New Mexico 21
 
New York 236
 
North Carolina 49
 
North Dakota 1
 
Ohio 76
 
Oklahoma 17
 
Oregon 31
 
Pennsylvania 112
 
Rhode Island 7
 
South Carolina 32
 
South Dakota 2
 
Tennessee 58
 
Texas 208
 
Utah 28
 
Vermont 2
 
Virginia 28
 
Washington 26
 
West Virginia 8
 
Wisconsin 35
 
Wyoming 1
 
Total 2898
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1995Final File
 
Listed below are the initiar search results of your query.You can now display
 
specific reports on the returned data.
 
The number ofcrashes is the total number ofcases that satisfy your search
 
criteria. The number ofvehicles is the total number ofvehicle records in the
 
above.The number of persons is the total number of person records in the above
 
cases.The number offatalities is the total number offatalities occurring in the
 
cases that satisfy your search criteria.
 
iSearch Conditions
 
|Year-1995;Police Reported AleohoHnvolvement=Yes(Alcohol lnvolved) 1
 
1 jSearch Results 1995Statistics |
 
1 NumberofGrashes:^9,766 i137,241 i
 
1 Numberof Vehiclesyll0,193
 
_ 11
 
1 Nurriber ofPersons:|l1,053
 
1995 Final File
 
Crash Gounts by Crash - State in 1995
 
Search 1995
Search Conditions
 
Results Statistics
 
Year=1995; Police Reported Alcohol
 
9,766 37,241
lnvolvement=Yes(Alcohol Involved)
 
State Counts
 
Alabama 276
 
Alaska 37
 
Arizona 298
 
Arkansas 175
 
California 960
 
Colorado 202
 
Connecticut 71
 
Delaware 44
 
District of Columbia 14
 
Florida 419
 
Georgia 146
 
Hawaii 37
 
Idaho 67
 
Illinois 300
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Indiana 210
 
Iowa 142
 
Kansas 155
 
Kentucky 209
 
Louisiana 166
 
Maine 48
 
Maryland 125
 
Massachusetts 
 69
 
Michigan 423
 
Minnesota 132
 
Mississippi 247
 
Missouri 261
 
Montana 82
 
Nebraska 41
 
Nevada 45
 
New Hampshire 35
 
New Jersey 200
 
New Mexico 143
 
New York 254
 
North Carolina 303
 
North Dakota 34
 
Ohio 284
 
Oklahoma 203
 
Oregon 136
 
Pennsylvania 403
 
Rhode Island 13
 
South Carolina 184
 
South Dakota 52
 
Tennessee 279
 
Texas 898
 
Utah 64
 
Vermont 37
 
Virginia 221
 
Washington 255
 
West Virginia 155
 
Wisconsin 164
 
Wyoming 48
 
Total 9766
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1996 Final File
 
Listed below are the jnitiai search results of your query.You can now display
 
specific reports on the returned data.
 
The nurnber of crashes Is the total number ofcases that Satisfy your search
 
criteria. The numberofvehicles Is the total number of vehicle records In the
 
above.The number of persons Is the total number of person records In the above
 
cases.The number offatalities Is the total number offatalities occurring In the
 
cases that satisfy your search criteria.
 
jSearch Conditions , • — ^
 |Year=1996;Traffic Control Device=Trafflc control signal(on colors) without pedestrian signal,

Traffic control(on colors)with pedestrian signal,Traffic control slgnal(on colors) not known
 
1, Flashing
1highwaytraffic signal,type unknown or otherthan traffic control or beacon.Lane use control
 
jslgnal.Other highway traffic signal. Unknown highway traffic signal
 
J
 
J ' :Search Results . p996Statistics
 
! NumberofCrashes;!2,842 
 ;37,494 ;
 
j Numberof yehlGles:|5,492 57,347
 
NumberofPersons:,9,728 1103,347
 
1996Final File
 
Crash Counts by Crash -State in 1996
 
Result Statisti
 
, J
 
Year=1996; Traffic Control [)evlce=Traffic control signal(on
 
colors)without pedestrian signal, Traffic control(on colors)with
 
pedestrian signal, Traffic control slgnal(on colors)not known
 
whether or not pedestrian signal. Flashing traffic control signal, 2,842 37,494
 
Flashing beacon, Flashing highway traffic signal, type unknown or
 
other than traffic control or beacon,Lane use control signal. Other
 
highway traffic signal. Unknown highway traffic signal
 
State Counts
 
Alabama 51
 
Alaska 7
 
Arizona 98
 
Arkansas 6
 
California 380
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Colorado 40
 
Connecticut 29
 
Delaware 14
 
District of Columbia 17
 
Florida 343
 
Georgia 70
 
Hawaii 8
 
Idaho 4
 
Illinois 108
 
Indiana 88
 
Iowa 12
 
Kansas 14
 
Kentucky . 36
 
Louisiana 58
 
Maine 3
 
Maryland 55
 
Massachusetts 25
 
Michigan 128
 
Minnesota 28
 
Mississippi 5
 
Missouri 49
 
Montana 2
 
Nebraska 18
 
Nevada 34
 
New Hampshire 1
 
New Jersey 85
 
New Mexico 18
 
New York 245
 
North Carolina 47
 
Ohio 98
 
Oklahoma 16
 
Oregon 34
 
Pennsylvania 91
 
Rhode Island 4
 
South Carolina 37
 
South Dakota 3
 
Tennessee 66
 
Texas 227
 
Utah 24
 
Vermont 
 2
 
Virginia 47
 
Washington 29
 
West Virginia 3
 
Wisconsin 
 31
 
58
 
  
Wyoming 4
 
Total 2842
 
1996 Final File
 
Listed below are the initial search results of your query.You can now display
 
specific reports on the returned data.
 
The number ofcrashes is the total number ofcases that satisfy your search
 
criteria. The number of vehicles is the total number of vehicle records in the
 
above.The number of persons is the total number of person records in the
 
above cases.The number offatalities is the total number offatalities
 
occurring in the cases that satisfy your search criteria.
 
fSearch Conditions . . , .
 
Year=1996;Police Reported Alc<^o]jnvolyement=Ye^(A^ Involved)
 
I Search ReSulte 1996Statistics ^ 
Numberof 
Crashes: '  37,494 
Numberof -nno. 
Vehicles: ' 
57,347 
Numberof 
Persons: ' 
103,347 
1996 Final File 
Crash Counts by Crash -State in 1996 
> ;Searbh.,Opriditiohs 
Year=1996; Police Reported Aicohol 
lnvolvement=Yes(Alcohol Involved) 
Search 
Results 
9,652 
1996 
.Statistic^ 
37,494 
State Counts 
Alabama 291 
Alaska 33 
Arizona 260 
Arkansas 201 
California 941 
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Colorado 176 
Connecticut 76 
Delaware 40 
District of Columbia 6 
Florida 254 
Georgia 182 
Hawaii 33 
Idaho 67 
Illinois 255 
Indiana 216 
Iowa 129 
Kansas 162 
Kentucky 205 
Louisiana 167 
Maine 54 
Maryland 72 
Massachusetts 55 
Michigan 407 
Minnesota 125 
Mississippi 243 
Missouri 251 
Montana 61 
Nebraska 40 
Nevada 64 
New Hampshire 39 
New Jersey 189 
New Mexico 131 
NewYork 213 
North Carolina 314 
North Dakota 42 
Ohio 341 
Oklahoma 202 
Oregon 115 
Pennsylvania 409 
Rhode Island 15 
South Carolina 389 
South Dakota 47 
Tennessee 261 
Texas 942 
Utah 44 
Vermont 34 
Virginia 240 
Washington 275 
West Virginia 132 
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Wisconsin 165 
Wyoming 47 
Total 9652 
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Traffic Manual TRAFFICSIGNALSAND LIGHTING 
CHAPTER9 
9-1 
I 4-1992 
Traffic Signals,Basic Information and Warrants9-01 
9^1.1 Introduction
 
A traiiic signal is an electrically powered
 
control device, other than a barricade
 
w^inglight orste^y burning electric lamp,by

which traffic is warned or directed to t^e some
 
specific action.
 
Thefollowing types and iises oftraffic signals

^discuss^ in this chapter; Traffic Cohtrol
 
Signals, Ptriestrian Crossing Signals, Ramp

Metering Signals, Flashing Beacons, Lane-use
 
^ntrol Sipals, Trrffic Control at Movable
 
Bridges, Priority Control of Traffic Signals,

Traffic Signals for One-lane,Two-way Facilities
 
and Traffic SignalsforConstrucdon Zones.
 
Traffic controlsisals are valuable devicesfor
 
me control of vehicle and pedestrian traffic.
 
However,because they assign the rightofway to
 
the various traffic movements, traffic control
 
ngnals exert a significant influence on traffic
 
flow.
 
Trtffic control signals, properly located and
 
operatM, should have one or more of the
 
following advantages:
 
I. They provide for the
 movementof
 
traffic.
 
2. Where proper physical layouts and control
 
meastues are use^ they increase the traffic
 
handling capacity oftheintersection
 
3. They reduce the frequency ofcertain types

of accidents, especially the right angle
 
' We.
 
4. Under favorable conditions, they cw be
 
cooidinated to provide for continuous or
 
nearly cpntinuous movementoftraffic at a
 
definite speed along a given route.
 
5. They peitmt minor street traffic, vehicular
 
or pedestrian, to enter or Cross continuous
 
trafficon the major street.
 
or unwananted signal installations
 
maycause:
 
1. ^cesayedi^ay,
 
2. pisobedienceofthe signalindications.
 
3. Circuitoustravelofalternateroutes.
 
shows that the number of
 
nght-angle collisionsmay decrease after the
 
installation ofsignals,butthe numberofrear-end
 
collisions may increase. The installation of
 
rignals may increase overall delay and reduce
 
intersection csqiacity. Consequently, it is of the
 
unnost impor^ce that the consideration of a
 
signal installation and the selection ofequipment

be preceded by_ a thorough study of naffic and
 
roadway conditions made by an engineer

^perienced and trained in this field. Equally

important is Aen^for checking the efficiency

ofa traffic signal in operation. This determines
 
the degree to which the type ofinstallation and
 
the mrring program meet the requirements of
 
traffic.
 
9-01.2 Traffle SignalWarrams
 
_ Thejustification for the installation ofa traffic
 
signal at an int»section is based on the warrants
 
stated in this Manual and in the Manual On
 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices. The decision
 
to install a signal should not be hased solely
 
upn the warrants,since the installation oftraffic
 
signalsmay increase certain types of collisions.
 
Delay, congestion^ approach conditions, driver
 
confusion, future land use or other evidence of
 
the need for rightofway assignment beyond that
 
which could be ptovid^ by stop signs must be
 
demonstrated. See Section 4-03 of this Manual
 
forstop sign warrants.
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9 - 2  
4 - 1 9 9 2  
T R A F F I C S I G N A L S A N D U G H T I N G 
  
T r a f R c M a n u a l 
  
W h e n  t h e  8 5 t h  p c r c e n t i l c  s p e e d  o f  t r a f f i c  o n 
  
t h e  m a j o r  s t r e e t  e x c e e d s  4 0  n r i l e s  p »  h o u r  i n 
  
e i t h e r  a n  u r b a n  o r  r u r a l  a r e a ,  o r  w h e n  t h e 
  
i n t e r s e c d o n  l i e s ^ ^ t h i n  t h e  b u i l t - u p  a r e a  o f  a n , 
  
i s o l a t e d  c o m m u n i t y  h a v i n g  a  p o p u l a d o n  o f l e s s 
  
t h a n  1 0 , 0 0 0 , t h e l o c a t i o n  i s c o n s i d e r e d  r u r a l .  A l l 
  
o t h e r a r e a s  a x e  c o n s i d e r e d  u r b a n . 
  
F i g u r e s 9 - 1 , 9 - % 9 - 3 a n d  9 - 4 a r e  e x a m p l e s o f 
  
w a r r a n t  s h e e t s .  W a i r w t  S h e e t  9 - 4  s h o u l d  b e 
  
u s e d o n l y f o r n e w i n t e r s e c t i o n s o r o t h e r l o c a t i o n s 
  
w h e r e a c t u a l t r a f f i c v o l u m e s c a n n o t b e c o u n t e d - 

T h e  i n s t ^ a t i o n  o f  a  t r a f f i c  s i g n a l  s h o u l d  b e 
  
c o n s i d e r e d  i f o n e  o r  m o r e  o f t h e  w a r r a n t s  l i s t e d 
  
b e l o w  a r e m e t : 
  
A .  W a r r a n t I ' M i n i m u m  V e h i c l e  V o l u m e . 
  
T h e  M i n i m u m  V e h i c u l a r  V o l u m e  w a r r a n t  i s 
  
i n t e n d e d  f o r  a p p l i c a t i o n  w h e r e  t h e  v o l u n i e  o f 
  
i n t e r s e c t i n g  t r a f f i c  i s  t h e  p r i n c i p a l  r e a s o n  f o r 
  
c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  a  s i g n a l  i n s t a l l a t i o n .  T h e 
  
w a r r a n t i s  s a t i s f i e d  w h e n f o r e a c h o f a n y 8 h o u r s 
  
o f a n a v e r a g e d a y t h e t r ^ c v o l u m e s g i v e n i n t h e 
  
t a b l e  b e l o w  e x i s t  o n  t h e  m a j o r  s t r e e t  a n d  o n  t h e 
  
h i g h e r - v o l u m e  m m o r  s t r e e t  a p p r o a c h  t o  t h e 
  
i n t e r s e c t i o n . 
  
N u m b e r o f  
V e h i c l e s p e r  V e h i c l e s p e r 
  
l a n e s f o r  
h o u r o n  
h o u r o n 
  
m o v i n g  
m a j o r s t r e e t  
h i g h e r - v o l u m e 
  
t r a f f i c o n  
( t o t a l o f b o t h  
m i n o r - s t r e e t 
  
a p p r o a c h  
a p p r o a c h e s )  a p p r o a c h ( o n e 
  
d i r e c t i o n o n l y ) 
  
M a j o r S t ,  M i n o r S t ,  U r b a n  R u r a l  
U r b a n  R u r a l 
  
1  1  5 0 0  3 5 0  
1 5 0  1 0 5 
  
2 o r m o i e  1  6 0 0  4 2 0 
  
1 5 0  1 0 5 
  
2 o r m p i e  2 o r m o r e  6 0 0  4 2 0  
2 0 0  1 4 0 
  
1  2 o r m o r e  5 0 0  3 5 0  
2 0 0  1 4 0 
  
T h e m a j o r s t r e e t  a n d  t h e  m i n o r s t r e e t  v o l u m e s 
  
a r e  f o r  t h e  s a m e  8 h o u r s .  D u r i n g  t h o s e  8 h o u r s 
  
t h e  d i r e c t i o n  o f  h i g h e r  v o l u m e  o n  t h e  m i n o r 
  
s t r e e t  m a y b e o n o n e a p p r o a c h d u r i n g s o m e h o u r s 
  
a n d o n t h e o p p o s i t e a p p r o a c h d u r i n g o t h e r h o u r s . 
  
B .
W a r r a n t 2  
I n t e r r u p t i o n  o f C o n t i n u o u s 
  
t r a f f i c . 
  
T h e  I n t e r r u p t i o n  o f  C o n t i n u o u s  T r a f f i c 
  
w a r r a n t a p p l i e s t o o p e r a t i n g c o n d i t i o n s  w h e r e t h e 
  
t r a f f i c  v o l u m e  o n  a m a j o r s t r e e t  i s  s o  h e a v y  t h a t 
  
t r a f f i c  o n  a  m i n o r  i n t e r s e c t i n g  s t r e e t  s u f f e r s 
  
e x c e s s i v e d e l a y  o r  h a z a r d  i n  e n t e r i n g  o r c r o s s i n g 
  
t h e  i n a j o r  s t r e e t  T h e  w a r r a n t  i s  s a t i s f i e d  w h e n , 
  
f o r  e a c h  o f a n y  8 h o u r s  o f a n  a v e r a g e  d a y , t h e 
  
t r a f f i c  v o l u m e s  p v e n i n  t h e  t a b l e  b e l o w  e x i s t o n 
  
t h e  m a j o r s t r e e t  a n d o n t h e  h i g h e r - v o l u m e  m i n o r 
  
s t r e e t a p p r o a c h  t o t h e i n t e r s e c t i o n , a n d t h e s i g n a l 
  
i n s t a l l a t i o n  w i l l n o t s e r i o u s l y  d i s r u p t  p r o g r e s s i v e 
  
t r a f f i c f l o w ^ 
  
N u m b e r o f  
V e h i c l e s p e r  
V e h i c l e s p e r 
  
l a n e s f o r  
h o u r o n  
h o u r o n 
  
m o v i n g 
  
m a j o r s t i e e t  
h i g h e r - v o l u m e 
  
t r a f f i c o n  
( t o t a l o f b o t h  
m i n o r - s t r e e t 
  
e a c h a p p r o a c h  
a p p r o a c h e s ) 
  
a p p r o a c h ( o n e 
  
d i r o i i o n o n l y ) 
  
M a j o r S t *  M i n o r S t ,  U r b a n  R u r a l 
  
U r b a n  R u r a l 
  
1  1  7 5 0  5 2 5  
7 5  5 3 
  
2 o r m o r e  1  9 0 0  6 3 0 
  
7 5  5 3 
  
2 o r m o r e  2 o r m o r e  9 0 0  6 3 0 
  
1 0 0  7 0 
  
1  2 o r m o r e  7 5 0  5 2 5 
  
1 0 0  7 0 
  
T h e  m a j o r s t r e e t  a n d t h e  m i n o r s t r e e t  v o l u m e s 
  
a r e  f o r  t h e  s a m e 8 h o u r s .  D u r i n g  t h o s e  8 h o u r s 
  
t h e  d i r e c t i o n  o f  h i g h e r  v o l u m e  o n  t h e  n o i n o r 
  
s t r e e t  m a y  b e  o n  o n e  a p p r o a c h  d u r i n g  s o m e 
  
h o u r s  a n d o n  t h e o p p o s i t e  a p p r o a c h  d u r i n g  o t h e r 
  
h o u r s . 
  
C  W a r r a n t 
  
M i n i m u m  P e d e s t r i a n 
  
V o l u m e . 
  
A  t r a f f i c  s i g n a l  m a y  b e  w a r r a n t e d  w h e r e  t h e 
  
p e d e s t r i m  v o l u m e c r o s s i n g t h e t n a j o r s t r e e t a t a n 
  
i n t e r s e c t i o n  o r  m i d - b l o c k  l o c a t i o n  d u r i n g  a n 
  
a v e r a g e d a y i s : 
  
1 0 0 o r m o r e f o r e a c h o f a n y f o u r h o u r s ; o r 
  
1 9 0 o r m o r e d u r i n g a n y o n e h o u r . 
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The pedestrian volume crossing the major
 
street may be reduced as much as 50% of the
 
y^ues given above when the predominant pedes

trian crossing speed is below 3.5feetpersecond.
 
In addition to a minimum pedestrian volumeof
 
that stated above,there shall be less than60gaps
 
per hour in the traffic sdeam of adequate lehgth:

for pedestrians to cross dining the same period
 
when the pedestrian volume criterion is satisfied.
 
Where there is a diyided street having a tnediaii
 
of sufficient width for the pedestrian(s) to wait,
 
the requirement appli^ separately to each
 
direction ofvehicuhitraffic.
 
Where coordinated traffic signals on each side
 
ofAe study location provide for platoondd traffic
 
which result in fewdr than 60 gaps per hour of
 
adequate length for the pedestrians to cross the
 
street,a traffic signal may not be warranted.
 
This warrant applies only to those locations
 
where^the nearest traffic signal along the major
 
street is greater than 300 feet and where a new
 
traffic signal at the study location would not
 
unduly restrict platoon^ flow of traffic.
 
Curbside paridng at non-intersection locations
 
should be prohibited for 100 feet in advance of
 
and 20feet beyond the crosswalk.
 
A signal installed under this warrant should be
 
of the mffic-actuated type with push buttons for
 
p^estrians crossing the main street If such a
 
signal is installed within a signal system,it shall
 
be coordinated if the signal system is
 
coo^nated.
 
Signals installed according to this warrant
 
shall be equipped with pedestrian indications
 
conforming to requirements set forth in other
 
sections ofthis Manual.
 
D. Warrant4 SchoolAreas.
' 

See Qiaptcr 10ofthis ManuaL
 
E. WarrantS•ProgressiveMovement
 
TheProgressive Movement warrantis satisfied
 
when:
 
1.	 On a one-way street or on a street which
 
has predominantly unidirectional traffic,
 
adjacent signals are so far apart that the
 
necessaiy degree of platooning and speed
 
control of vehicles would otherwise be
 
lost;or
 
2. 	On a two-way street, where adjacent sig

nals do not provide the necessary degree
 
of platooning and speed control and the
 
proposed and adjacent signals could con­
stirnte a progressive signalsystem.
 
The inst^atipn of a signal according to this
 
warriwt should be based on the 85th pcrcentile

speed unless an engineering study indicates that
 
anotherspeed is more desirable.
 
The installation of a signal according to this
 
warrant should not be considered where the
 
resultant signal spacing would be less than 1,000
 
feet.
 
F. 	Warrant6"AccidentExperience.
 
The Accident Experience warrant is satisfied
 
when:
 
1. Hve or more reported accidents of types
 
susceptible to correction by traffic signal
 
control have occurred within a 12-month
 
pcmod, each accident involving personal

injury or property damage to an apparent
 
extentof$500ormore:AND
 
2. Adequate trial ofless restrictive remedies
 
with satisfactory observance and
 
enforcement has failed to reduce the
 
accidentftequencv:AND
 
3. There exists a volume of vehicular traffic
 
not less than 80% of the requirements
 
specified in the Minimum Vehicular
 
Volume Warrant or the Interruption of
 
Continuous Traffic Warrant:AND
 
4. The signal installation will not seriously
 
disrupt progressive trafficflow.
 
G. Warrant7-Systems Warrant
 
A ti^fic signal installation at some
 
intersections may be warranted to encourage
 
cohccntration and organization of traffic flow
 
networks. The systems warrant is applicable
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when the commdn intersection of two or more
 
major routes has a total existing, or immediately
 
projectoL entering volume of at least 1,000

vehicles during the peak hour of a typical

weekday,oreach ofany five hours ofa Saturdav
 
^d/orSunday.

A majorroute as used in the above warrant has
 
one or more ofthefollowing characteristics:
 
1. It is part of the street or highway system

that serves as the principal network for
 
through traffic flow;
 
2^ It includes rural or suburban highways

outside of,entering ortraversing acity; or
 
3. It appears as a major route on an official
 
plan such as a major street plan in an
 
urban area traffic and transportation study.
 
Warrant8"Combination ofWarrants.
 
In exceptional cases,a signal may be justified
 
where no single warrant is satisfied but where
 
Warrants 1 and2are satisfied to the extent of80
 
percentor more ofthe stated numerical values.
 
/. Warrant9•FourHour Volume Warrant
 
The Four Hour Volume Warrant is satisfied,

when for each of any foiur hours of an average

day, Ae plotted points representing the vehicles
 
per hour on the major street (total of both
 
approaches)^d the corresponding vehicles per

hour on the higher volume minor street approach

^ne direction only) all fall above the curve in
 
Figure 9r6 for the existing combination of
 
approach lanes.
 
When the 85th percentile speed of the major

street traffic exce^40 miles per hour,or when
 
me intersection lies within a built-up area of an
 
iplated having a population of less
 
in^ 10000,the four hour volume requirement is
 
satisfied,when the plotted pbints referrwi to fall
 
above the curve in Hgure 9-7 for^^t^^ existing
 
combination ofapproach lanes.
 
7. Warrant10-PeakHourDelay WarranL
 
The Peak Hour Delay Wanantis for
 
^hcaoon where traffic conditions are such that
 
for one hour of the day, ininOT street traffic
 
suffCTs undue delay in entering or crossing the
 
inajOT street The peak hour delay warrant is
 
sansfied when the conditions given below wisT
 
for one hour (any four consecudve 15-ininute
 
periods)ofan average weekday. The peak hour
 
delay warrantIS metwhen:
 
1. TTie to^ delay experienced by traffic, on
 
one minor street approach controlled by a
 
STOP sign, equals of exceeds four
 
vehicle-hours for a one-lane approach and
 
five vehicle-hours for a two-lane
 
approach:AND
 
2. The volume on the same minor street
 
approach equals or exceedis 100 vph for
 
one moving lane of traffic or 150 vph for
 
two movinglanes:AND
 
3. "Die total entering volume serviced during

the hour equak or exceeds 800 vph for
 
interaecfions with fouror moretqiproaches
 
or 650 vph for intersections with three
 
approaches.
 
K, Warrant 11
 Peak Hour Volume
 
Warrant
 
The Peak Hour Volume Warrant is intended
 
for applicauon where traffic conditions are such
 
thM for one hour of the day minor street traffic
 
suffers undue delay in entering or crossing the
 
majorstreet »
 
The_peak hour volume warrant is satigfi«ri

when the plotted point representing the vehicles
 
per hour on the major street (total of both
 
appio^h^) the corresponding vehicles per

hour on the highervolume minorstreet approach

(one direction oidy) for one hour (any four
 
consKutive 15-minute periods) of an average

day, falls above the curve in Figure 9-8 for the
 
existmg combination of^proach lanfs
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When the 8Sth percentile speed ofthajor street
 
traffic exceeds 40 miles per hour, or when the
 
iitterstxtion lies within a built-up area of an
 
isolated community having a population ofle^
 
than 10,000, the peak hour voliune warrant is
 
satisHed when the plotted point, referred to
 
above,falls above the curve in Hgure9-9 forthe
 
existing combinationofapproach lanes.
 
94)1.3 Guidelinesfor Left-TUrn Phases
 
Since separate signal phases for protected left
 
turns will reduce the green time available for
 
other ph^es, alternate means of handling left
 
turn conflictsshould beconsidered first.
 
The mostlikely possibilities are:
 
1.
 Prohibition ofleft turns. This can be done
 
only if there^ are convenient alternate
 
means Of making the movement. Typical
 
alternate meansare:
 
a. 	A series of right and/or left turns
 
arowda bl^k to permit getting to the
 
desired destination;or
 
b. 	Ma^g^the left turn at an adjacent
 
unsignalized intersection during g^s

in theopposingthrough traffic.
 
Geoitietric changes to eliminate the left
 
turn. An effective change would be a
 
coniplete Separation or a complete or
 
partial "clover leaT at grade. Any of
 
these, while eliminating left turns,requires

^ditionalcostandrightofway.
 
3. Provide protected-pemussive or permis
 
sive-protected left turn operation. ITie
 
protected left turn interval may be
 
prohibited during cntain periods of the
 
day to allow only permissive intervds for
 
left turn mpveinentin order to increase the
 
green time available for other phases.
 
Refer to Section 94)3.8 for the
 
requirements of protected-permissive or
 
perrmssive-protected leftturn operation.
 
Protected left turn phasesshould beconsidered

where such alternatives caimot be utili;^, and
 
Oneor moreofthe following conditions
 
1. Accents, Hve or more left turn
 
accidents for a particular left turn
 
movement during a recent 12-month
 
period.
 
2. Del^, Left-tum delay df one or more
 
vehicle which were waiting at the
 
beginning of the green interval and are
 
still remaining in the left turn lane after at
 
least80%ofthe total numberofcyclesfor
 
one hour.
 
3. Volume. At new intersections where only
 
estimated volumes are available, the fol
 
lowing criteria may be used. For a pre­
timed signal or a Ixickground-cycle­
controlled actuated signaL a left turn vol
 
ume of more than two vehicles per ap
 
proach per cycle for a peak hour; or for a
 
traffrc-actu^ signaL 50 or more left
 
tuming vehicles per hourin one direction
 
vdth the product of the tuming and con
 
flicting through traffic during the peak
 
hourof100,0roormore.
 
4. Miscellaneous. OthCT factors that irright
 
be considered,include but are not Hiriitpd
 
to:, iinpaired sijght distance due to
 
horizontal or vertical curvature, or where
 
there is a large percentage of buses and
 
trucks.
 
9-01.4 RemovalofExlistlngSignals
 
^ Changes in traffic patterns may result in a
 
situ^on where a traffic signal is no longer
justified. When this occurs,consideration should
 
be given to Roving the traffic signal and
 
replacing it with appropriate alternative oaffic
 
control devices.
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TRAFFICSIGNAL WARRANTS
 
CALC. DATE.□
 
GIST CO RTE PM
 CHK DATE.
 
Major St: Gritlqal Approach Sp^d mph 
MinorSt: Critical Approach Speed mph□ 
Critical speed ot major streettraffic > 40mph ---^ ^ ^
 
1 
RURAL (R) 
in buitt up area of Isolated community of <10,000 pop. - O
 
- □ URBAN(U)
 
WARRANT1•Minimum Vehicular Volume 100% SATISRED YES □ NO □ 
80% SATISFIED YES □ NO □ 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
 
(80%SHOWNIN BRACKETS)
 
U 1 R U 1 R 
APPROACH • 1 2 or more HourLANES / / / / / / / 
Both Apprchs. 500 350 600 420
 
Major Street (400) (280) (480) (336)
 
Highest Apprch. 150 105 200 140
 
Minor Street (120) (84) (160) (112)
 
WARRANT 2 - Interruption of Continuous Traffic 100% SATISFIED YES □ NO □
 
80% SATISFIED YES □ NO □
 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
 
(80%SHOWNIN BRACKETS)
 
U 1 R U 1 R 
APPROACH 1 2 or more HourLANES / / / / / / / 
Both Apprchs. 750 525 eoo 630
 
Major Street (600) (420) (720) (504)
 
Highest Apprch. 75 53 100 70
 
Minor Street (60) (42) (80) (56)
 
WARRANT 3 -Minimum Pedestrian Volume 100% SATISFIED YES □ NO □ 
REQUIREMENT FUU^ILLED 
Pedestrian volume crossing the major street is 100 or more 
for each of any fourhours or is 190 or rhore during any one Yes □ No □ 
hour; AND 
There are less than 60 gaps per hour in the major street traf
 
fic stream of adequate length for pedestrians to cross; AND
 
The nearest traffic signal along the major street Is greater 
Yes □ No □than 300 feet: AND 
The new traffic signal wiii not seriously disrupt progressive Yes □ No □traffic flow on the major street. 
The satisfaction of a warrant is not necessariiy Justification for a signal. Delay, congestion, confusion or other 
evidence of the need for right-of-way assignment mustbe shown. 
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Figure 9-2
 
TRAFFICSIGNAL WARRANTS
 
WARRANTS4- School Crossings	 Not Applicable □ 
See School Crossings Warrant Sheet □ 
WARRANT5•pFogresslve Movement
 SATISFIED YES □ NO D 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS DISTANCE TO NEAREST SIGNAL FULFILLED 
;>ipooFT N ft. S ft, E ft; W ft YES □ NO □ 
ON One WAY ISqUTED StRE STREETS WITH ONE WAY TRAFFIG SIGNIFICANCE AND ADJACENT
SIGNALS ARE SO FAR APART THAT NECESSARY PLATOONING AND SPEED CONTROL WOULD BE LOST
 
ON '2-VW STRE^^^ WHERE ADJAGE^^ DO NOT PROVIDE NEOESSARY PLATOONING AND
 
SPEED CONTROL PROPOSED SIGNALS COULD CONSITUTE A PROGRESSIVE SIGNAL SYSTEM □ □ 
Warrant 6 - Accident Experience	 SATISFIED YESG NO □ 
REQUIREMENTS WARRANT FULFILLED 
ONE WARRANT 
WARRANT 1- MINIMUM VEHICULAR VOLUME 
SATIFIED 
OR 
80% WARRANT 2 - INTERRUPTION OF CONTINUOUS TRAFFIC YES □ NO □ 
SIGNAL WILL NOT SERIOUSLY DISRUPT PROGRESSIVE TRAFFIC FLOW □ □ 
ADEQUATE TRIAL OF LESS RESTRICTIVE REMEDIES HAS FAILED TD REDUCE ACCIDENT FREQUENCY
 
ACC. WIIHIN A 12 MONTH PERIC)D SUSCEPTIBLE OF CORR. & INVOLVING INJURY OR $500 DAMAGE
 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENT NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS
 
5 OR MORE
 
□ □ 
WARRANT t - Systems Warrant SAfiSFIED YES □ NO □ 
MINIMUM VOLUME "■ 
REQUIREMENTS ENTERING VOLUMES - ALL APPROACHES FULFILLED 
DURING TYPICAL WEEKDAY PEAK HOUR VFH^HR
 
>800 VEH/HR
 
OR
 
DURING EACH OF ANY 5 HPS OF A SAT. AND/OR SUN. VFH/hp
 YES □ NO □ 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MAJOR ROUTES MAJOR ST. MINOR 55T 
HWY SYSTEM SERVING AS PRiNCIPLE NETWORK FOR THROUGH TRAFFIC 
• V » 
RURAL OR SUBURBAN HWY OUTSIDE OF, ENTERING, OR TRAVERSING A CITY 
APPEARS AS major ROUTE ON AN OFFICAL PLAN
 
ANY MAJOR ROUTE CHARACTERISTIC MET, BOTH STS.
 YES □ NO □ 
The satisfaction of a warrant is not necessarily justification for a signal. Delay,congestion, confusion or other evidence 
of the need for right-of-way assignment must be shown. 
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Figure9-3
 
TRAFFICSIGNALWARRANTS
 
WARRANT 8-Combination ofWarrants
 SATISFIED YES Q NO Q
 
REQUIREMENT WARRANT
 V fulfilled
 
TWOWARRANTS 1.MINIMUM VEHICULAR VOLUME
 
SATISFIED
 
80% Z INTERRUPTIONOFCONTINUOUS TRAFFIC YES □ NO □ 
warrant 9 •Four Hour Volume SATISRED* YES □ NO □ 
✓ 1 
Both Approaches • MajorShaet II 
Highest Approaches - MinorStreet
 II
 
*Referto Rgure9-6(URBAN AREAS)or Fi^re9-7(RURALAREAS)to determine if this warrantissatisfied.
 
WARRANT 10 - Peak Hour Deiay 
SATiSFiED YES □ NO □
(ALL PARTS IWIUST BE SATISFIED) 
for traffic on one minor street approach controlledby a 
o*" four vehicle^Tours for aone-lane approach and fivevehicle-hours for a two-lane approach: AND 
V.YES 'n'NO Q. 
2. The volume on the same minor street approach equals or exceeds 100 yph for one moving iane of traffic or 150 vph for two moving lanes: AND ^ 
YES □ NO □ 
3. The total entering volume serviced ddring the hour equals or exceeds 800 vph
for intersections with four or rnore approaches or 650 vph for intersections with
three approaches. ■
::YES /O. NO.'a 
warrant 11-Peak Hour Volume SATISFIED* YES □ NO □ 
2or 
X 1 
Both Approaches - Major Street 1Highest Approaches - Minor Street 1 
Refer to Figure 9-8 (URBAN AREAS) or Figure 9-9 (RURAL AREAS) to determine if this warrant is satisfied. 
nesatistaMion of a warrantIsnot necessarily justificationfor a signal.Delay, congestion, confusionor other evidence 
Of the need for right-of^ay assignment must be shown. 
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TRAFFICSIGNALWARRANTS
 
(Based on Estimated Average Daiiy Traffic•See Note 2)
 
URBAN RURAL
 Minimum Requirements
 
EADT
 
1. Minimum Vehicular
 
Satisfied Mot Satisfied. VBhicles per day on major
 Vehicles per day on higher-

street (t(}tal of both volume minor-street approach

approaches) (one direction only)
 
Number of lanes for moving traffic on each approach
 
Major Street Minor Street Urban Rural
 Urban Rural
 
1 1 ................................... 8^ 5.600
 2,400 1,680
 
2 or more 1
 9^00 6.720 2,400
 1,680
 
2 or more 2 or more 9,600 6.720
 3.200 2.240
 
1 2 or more
 aooo 5300
 3,200 2.240
 
2. Interruption of Continuous Traffic
 
Satisfied ■ ^ Not Satisfied. Vehicles per day on major Vehicles per day on higher-Street(total of both volume minor-street approach

approaches) (one direction only)
 
Numbers of lanes for moving traffic on each approach
 
Major Street Minor Street Urbari Rural Urban Rural 
12.000 8.400 1,200 850 
2 or more........................... 1 14.400 10.080 1.200 850 
2 or more 2 or more 14,400 10.080 1.600 1.120 
1 2 or more 12.000 8.400 1.600 1,120 
3. Combination 
Satisfied ■ • ' Not Satisfied. 2Warrants 2Warrants
 
No one warrant satisfied, but following warrants fufilled
 
80% or more...... ...1... ^
 
1
 
NOTE:
 
1. Heavierleftturn movementfromthe majorstreet maybeincluded with minorstreetvolumeifaseoaratesionalohaM
 
is to be provided for the left-turn movement.
 
2.To be used only for NEW INTERSECTIGNS or otherlocations where actual traffic volumes cannot be counted.
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SCHOOLPROTECTION WARRANTS 
CALC 
DIST CO RTE PM GHK 
Major St:_ 
Minor St: 
Criticalspeed of majorstreettraffic > 40mph ... 

In built up area of Isolatedcommunity of < 10,000 pop. 
FLASHING YELLOW SCHOOL SIGNALS 
(ALL PARTS MUST BE SATISRED) 
Minimum Requirements 
PART A U R /
EachofVehicle Voiume 200 1402hours 
School Age Pedestrian Each of 40 40Crossing Street 2hours 
AND 
PARTB 
Critical Approach Speed Exceeds 35 rnph 
AND 
PARTO 
Is nearest controlled crosslnigmore than600 feet away? 
SCHOOL AREA TRAFRC SIGNALS 
(ALL PARTS MUST BE SATISRED) 
Minimum Requirements 
PART A U R / 
EachofVehicie Voiume 500 3502hours 
EachofSchool Age Pedestrian 100 70^_2hours
Crossing Street "'.'or"""" """ '40"perday 
AND 
PARTS 
Is nearest controlled crossing more than 600 feet away? 
DATE. 
DATE. 
Critical Approach Speed . mph 
Criticai Approach Speed - mph 
□ 
or r^ RURAL(R)
C□}
"□ URBAN (U) 
SATISnED YES □ NO □ 
SATISRED YES □ NO □ 
SATISRED YES □ NO Q 
SATISRED YES □ NO Q 
SATISRED YES □ NO □ 
SATISRED YES Q NO □ 
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FOUR HOUR VOLUMEWARRANT 
(Urban Areas) 
500
 
1 1 1 1 1 1
 
—:20R«JIORELANES(MAJOR)&2OR MOREUNES(MINOR)
 
1 1 1 1 •
i 400
 
-2ORMORELANES(MAJOF1)&1 LAKIE(MINOF1)
kS ORmiME(MAJC|R)&2M()REUNEiS(MINOFI)
tii ^ 300
 
eS

Sg:
 
S U 200
 
>9 ^ 
 
o
 
> too
 
X
 
a
 
1LAINE(MAJCIR)&1LANE(MINCIR) —
 
1
1 1
 
300 400 500 600 TOO 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400
 
MAJORSTREET-TOTA^^
 
NOTE:
 
115 VPH APPUES ASTHELOWER THRESHOLO VOLUMEFOR A MINOR STREET
 
APPROACH WITH TWO OR MORELANES AND 80 VPH APPUES ASTHELOWER
 
THRESHOLO VOLUME FOR A MINOR STREET APPROACHING WITH ONELANE.
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FOUR HOUR VOLUMEWARRANT 
(Rural Areas) 
400
 
£	 2ORMORELANES(MAJOR)2ORMORELANES(MINOR)
 
>
 
300
 
2OR MORELANES(MAJOR)&1 LANE(MINOR)

OR1 LANE(MAJOR)&2OR MORELANES(MINOR)
 
oc< 200
 
ii
 
=	3
 
§
100
i§
 
.	 x
 
1 LANE(MAJOR)&1 LANE(MINOR)
 
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
 
MAJORSTREET-TOTALOFBOTH APPROACHES-VPH
 
•NOTE:
 
80 VPH APPUES AS THE LOWER THRESHOLD VOLUME FOR A MINOR STREET
 
APPROACH WITH TWO OR MORE LANES AND 60 VPH APPUES AS THELOW»
 
THRESHOLD VOLUME FOR A MINOR STREET APPROACHING WITH ONE LANE^
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Traffic Manual TRAFFICSIGNALSAND UGHTING 9-13
 
Rgure9-8 
PEAK HOUR VOLUMEWARRANT 
(Urban Areas) 
I V1991 
E^oe 
600 
500 
'—1 1 
DRMOl 
1 1 1 1 - ■i' . ' 
REUNES(MAJOR) & 2OR MORELANES (MINOR) 
1 _ _i f I I 1 
-2OR 
0R1, 
MORE 
LANEi 
LANES 
MAJOF 
(MAJO 
q&20 
LANE(I 
ELANE 
MINOR) 
LS(MINOR) 
■ 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
400 
' • 1LANE(M 
! -
AJOR) 
1 
&1LAI 
1 
^E(M1N 
1 -
lOR) -
1 1 
500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 
MAJOR STREET -TOTAL OFBOTH APPROAqHES - VPH 
' NOTE: ■ 
150 VPH APPUES AS THE LOWER THRESHOLO VOLUME FOR A MINOR STREET 
APPROACH WITH TWO OR MORE LANES AND 100 VPH APPUES AS THE LOWER 
THRESHOLO VOLUME FOR A MINOR STREET APPROACHINQ WITH ONE LANE. 
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9-14 
i-iMi I 
TRAFFICSIGNALSAND UGHT1NG Traffic Manuai 
Rgure9-9 
PEAK HOUR VOLUMEWARRANT 
(Rural Areas) 
500 
I 
> 400 
1 
2OR 
1 . i 
MORELA 
1 ; 1 
NES(MAJI 
1 ■ - i 
M)&2OF 
1 1 
1MOREL/ 
I - ■. .. - . . I 
INES(MIN( 
1 ■ 
Oft) 
ffl g 300 
E Q­
«< 
ce lu 
200 
201 
^ OR 
R MOREL 
1LANE(iyi 
IVNES (MA 
IAJOR)&2
JOR) &11 
: OR MORE 
JVNE(MINi 
:LANES (R
OR)
IINOR) 
=o 
> 
Otoo 
300 
1LANE 
-I 
(MAJOR) &1LANEIMINOR)­
400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 
MAJOR STREET•TOTAL OF BOTH APPROACHES - VPH 
NOTE: 
100 VPM APPUES AS THE LOWER THRESHOLD VOLUME FOR A MINOR STREET 
APPROACH WITH TWO OR MORE LANES AND 75 VPH APPUES AS THE LOWER 
THRESHOLD VOLUME FOR A MINOR STREET APPROACHING WITH ONE LANE. 
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SECTIONS21453THROUGH 21457
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DIVISION 11.RULESOFthe ROAD
 
CHAPTER 2.TRAFFICSIGNS,SIGNALS,AND MARKINGS
 
Article 3.Offences Relating to Traffic Devices
 
Official Traffic ControlSignals

21450.Whenever traffic is controHed by official traffic control signals showing
 
different colored lights, or colored lighted arrows^ successively,one at a time, or
 
in combination, only the colors green, yellow, and red shall be used,exceptfor
 
pedestrian control signals, and those lights shall indicate and apply to drivers of
 
vehicles and pedestrians as provided in this chapter.

Amended Ch.413,Stats. 1981. Effective January 1,1982.
 
CircularGreen orGreen Arrow
 
21451.(a)A driverfacing a circular green signal shall proceed straight through or
 
turn right or left or make a U-turn unlessa sign prohibits a U-turn. Any driver,
 
including one turning, shall yield the right-of-way to other traffic and to
 
pedestrians lawfully within the intersection or an adjacent crosswalk.
 
(b)A driverfacing a green arrow signal,shown alone or in combination with
 
another indication, shall enter the intersection only to make the movement
 
indicated by that green arrow or any othermovementthat is permitted by other
 
indications shown atthe same time.A driverfacing a left green arrow may also
 
make a U-turn unless prohibited by a sign. A drivershall yield the right-of-way to
 
other traffic and to pedestrians lawfully v^thin the intersection or an adjacent
 
■ 'crosswalk.- ' • 
(c)A pedestrian facing a circular green signei, unless prohibited by sign or
 
otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal as provided in Section 21456,
 
may proceed gcrossthe roadway within any marked or uhmafked crosswalk, but
 
shall yield the right-of-way to vehicies lawfully within the intersection atthe time
 
that signal is first shown
 
(d)A pedestrianfacing a green arrow turn signal, unless otherwise directed by a
 
pedestrian controlsignal as provided in Section 21456,shall notenter the
 
roadway.
 
Amended Ch.413,Stats. 1981. Effective January 1, 1982.
 
Circular Yellow orYellowArrow
 
21452.(a)A driverfacing a steady circular yellow or yellow arrow signal is, by
 
that signal, warned that the related green movement is ending orthata red
 
indication will be shown immediately thereafter.
 
(b)A pedestrian facing a steady circular yellow or a yellow arrow Signal, unless
 
otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signalas provided in Section 21456,
 
is, by that signal, warned that there is insufficient time to cross the roadway and
 
shall not enter the roadway.
 
Amended Ch.256,Stats. 1986. Effective January 1,1987.
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CircularRedofRedArrow
 
21453.(a)A driverfacing a steady circular red signal alone shall stop ata
 
marked limit line, but if none,before enteririg the crosswalk on the near side of
 
the intersection or, if none,then before entering the intersection, and shall remain
 
stopped until an indication to proceed is shown,exceptas provided in subdivision
 
(b)Except when a sign is in place prohibiting a turn,a driver, after stopping as
 
required by subdivisioh (a),facing a steady circular red signal, may turn right, or
 
turn leftfrom a ohe-'way street onto a ohe-way street.A driver making such a turn
 
shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians lawfully within an adjacent crosswalk
 
and to traffic lawfully using the intersection
 
(c)A driverfacing a steady red arrow signa!shall not enter the intersection to
 
make the movement indicated bythe arrow and, unless entering the intersection
 
to make a movement permitted by another sigiial, shall stop at a clearly marked
 
limit line, but if none, before entering the crosswalk on the hear side ofthe
 
intersection, or if none,then before entering the intersection, and shall remain
 
stopped until an indication permitting movement is shown.
 
(d)Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signalas provided in
 
Section21456,a pedestrian facing a steady circular red or red arrow signal shall
 
not enter the roadway.
 
Amended Ch.741, Stats. 1982. Effective January 1,1983.
 
Lane Use ControlSignals
 
21454.When lane use control signals are placed over individual lanes,those
 
signals shall indicate and apply to drivers of vehicles asfollows:
 
(a)Green indication: Adriver may travel in any lane over which a green signal is
 
shown. :
 
(b)Steady yellow indication: A driver is thereby vvarned that a lane control
 
change is being made.
 
(c)Steady red indication: A driver shall not enter or travel in any lane over which
 
a red signal isshown.
 
(d)Flashing yellow indication: A driver may use the lane onlyfor the purpose of
 
making a left turn to orfrom the highway.
 
Amended Ch.413,Stats. 1981. Effective January 1, 1982.
 
SignalatOtherPlaces
 
21455.When an official traffic controlsignal is erected and maintained at a place
 
other than an intersection,the provisions ofthis article shall be applicable except
 
those provisidhs which by their nature can have no application. Any stop required
 
shall be made ata sign or crosswalk or limit line indicating where the stop shall
 
be made, but in the absence ofany such sign or marking the stop shall be made
 
atthe signal.
 
Amended Oh.413,Stats. 1981. Effective January 1, 1982.
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Traffic SignalAutomatedEnforcement
 
21455.5.(a)The limit line, the intersection, or other places designated in Section
 
21455 where a driver is required to stop may be equipped with an automated
 
enforcementsystem if the system is identified by signs,clearly indicating the
 
system's presence, visible to traffic approaching from all directions, or if signs are
 
posted at alt majorentrances to the city, including, at a minimum,freeways,
 
bridges, and state highway routes.
 
Any city utilizing an automated traffic enforcementsystem at intersections shall,
 
prior to issuing citations,commenc© a program to issue only warning notices for
 
30days.The local jurisdiction shall also make a public announcement ofthe
 
automated traffic enforcementsystem at least30 days prior to the
 
commencement ofthe enforcement program.

Only a governmental agency,in cooperation with alaw enforcement agency,
 
may operate an automated enforcement system.
 
(b)Notwithstanding Section 6253ofthe Government Code,or any other
 
provision oflaw, photographic records made by an automated enforcement
 
system shall be confidential, and shall be made available only to governmental
 
agencies and law enforcement agenciesfor the purposes ofthis article.
 
(c)Notwithstanding subdivision (b),the registered owneror any individual
 
identified by the registered owner asthe driver ofthe vehicle atthe time ofthe
 
alleged violation shall be permitted to review the photographic evidence ofthe
 
alleged violation.
 
(d)This section shall remain in effect only untiUanuary 1, 1999,and as of that
 
date is repealed, unless a later enacted statute, which is enacted before January
 
1, 1999,deletes or extends that date.
 
Added and Repealed Sec.4,Oh.922, Stats. 1995. Effective January 1,1996.
 
Repeal operative January 1, 1999.
 
NOTE:Thissection shall remain In effect only until January 1,1999,and as
 
ofthat date Is repealed.
 
Walk, Wait,orDon't Walk
 
21456.Whenevera pedestrian control signal showing the words'WALK"or
 
"WAIT'or"DON'TWALK"or other approved symbol is in place,the signal shall
 
indicate asfollows;
 
(a)'WALK"or approved"Walking Person"symbol.A pedestrian facing the signal
 
may proceed across the roadway in the direction ofthe signal, but shall yield the
 
right-of-way to vehicles lawfully within the intersection at the time that signal is
 
firstshown.
 
(b)Flashing or steady"DON'T WALK"or"WAIT'or approved"Upraised Hand"
 
symbol. No pedestrian shall start to cross the roadway in the direction ofthe
 
signal, but any pedestrian who has partially completed crossing shall proceed to
 
a sidewalk or safetyzone or otherwise leave the roadway vvhile the'WAIT"or
 
"DOIvi'T WALK"or approved "Upraised Harid"symbolis showing.
 
Amended Ch.413,Stats 1981, Effective Januafy 1,1982.
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Pedestrian Traffic Control
 
21456.1.Whenever an official traffic control signal exhibiting an approved
 
"Walking Person"symbol,an approved"Upraised Hand"symbol,or the words
 
"WALK"or'WAIT"or"DON'TWALK"is shown concurrently with official traffic
 
control signals exhibiting the words"GO"or"CAUTION"or"STOP"or exhibiting
 
different colored lights successively, one at a time or with arrows,a pedestrian
 
facing those traffic control signals shall obey the Walking Person,""Upraised
 
Hand,"'WALK'or'WAIT"or"DON'TWALK"control signal as provided in
 
Section 21456.
 
Amended Oh.272, Stats. 1993. Effective August2,1993, by terms of an urgency
 
clause.
 
Flashing Signals
 
21457.Whenever an illuminated flashing red or yellow light is used in a traffic
 
signal or with a traffic sign, it shall require obedience by drivers asfollows:
 
(a)Flashing red(stop signal): When a red lens is illuminated with rapid
 
intermittentflashes,a driver shall stop ata clearly marked limit line, but if none,
 
before entering the crosswalk on the near side ofthe intersection, or if none,then
 
atthe point nearestthe intersecting roadway where the driver hasa view of
 
approaching traffic oh the intersecting roadway before entering it, and the driver
 
may proceed subject to the rules applicable after making a stop ata stop sign.
 
(b)Flashing yellow(caution signal): When a yellow lens is illuminated with rapid
 
intermittentflashes>a driver may proceed through the intersection or past the
 
signal only with caution.
 
Amended Ch.413, Stats. 1981. Effective January 1,1982
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APPENDIX D
 
AND CATHEDRALCITY CASE:RAMON ROAD AT WHISPERING
 
PALMSTRAIL
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Traffic
 
A
 
Note:Names;thlM,iocalions,etc.havebeen
 
change butthefacts presented areasthey
 
actually occurred in 1981-1983.
 
■ he Traffic Engineer is continually 
beset with requestsforthe iristal­
lation of traffic signals. Most of 
these requests are denied because(1)
 
the intersection does not meeta signal
 
warrant;(2)the"problem"eithercannot
 
be fbund or is notassevere asthe re
 
questor indicated;or(3J othermore ef^
 
fective alternatives could be im­
plernented to"ease"the concern.
 
influence and ingenuity in ah attemptto
 
reverse the decision.
 
Thisisan actualcase history of politi
 
calInvolvementand ultimateapprovalof
 
a lessth^ desirable traffic signal, arid
 
the eValuatioiioftf^ installation.
 
Background
 
The City of Hometown's School
 
Safety Committee initiated a request to
 
22 ITEJournal/January 1985
 
Warrant"P"(Political)
 
install a traffic signal on Main Street at
 
Maple (Rgure 1) to assist the school
 
children in crossing Main Street to at
 
tend school.Theschool safety commit
 
tee enlisted the support of the
 
Hometown City Council,theirstate rep
 
resentative,andstatesenator,theTraf
 
fic Signal Approval X)epartment(lid nOt
 
approve the reciuest for a traffic signal
 
becauseofthepotentialforitsbeingdet
 
rimental to rTK^torists and possibly even
 
the pedestri^ using the intersectioh,
 
parbculaily since there were no pedes
 
trian or bicycde acxidents of record arxl
 
relatively few crossings per day. The
 
Traffic Signal Approval Department,
 
however, did agree to install "zebra"
 
(anosswalk markings and improve the
 
schoolspeed limitsigningthenin effect
 
They also encouraged the caty to usea
 
crossing guard atthelocation.
 
Uter. representatives of the School
 
Safety Committee arul the Hometown
 
School administration appealed to the
 
Ultimate Authority for approval of the
 
By William F.Savage
 
signal.Aftersomediscussiontheauthor­
naland atthesametime requested this
 
follow-up report on the impactof signal
 
installation afterone yearof operation.
 
Traffic Signal Engineering And
 
Layout
 
Ihe Traffic Signal Operation Depart­
mem immediately set Into motion the
 
proceduresnecessarytoinstallthe Main
 
StreetatM^leStreettraffic signalona
 
priority basis. SIrice the vehicular vol
 
umes oh Maple Street and the pedes­
triarivolumecrossing MainStreetwere
 
relatiyely kwir, it wasdecided to install a
 
semi-actuated traffic signal atthatloca
 
tion. In other words, the signal would
 
remain green for Main Street uritil suc^
 
timeasavehidewasdetectedon Maple

Street, or a pedestrian used the
 
pushbutton to cross Main Street Stop­
and-gooperation ofthesignal waskept
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toa minimumtime period by placingthe
 
signalonflasheroperationfrom6p.m.to
 
7 ajn. on weekdays and flashing the
 
signalaU dayon weekends,in addition,
 
since traffic could not be progressed
 
along the Main Street corridor through
 
both the Mapte Street signal and the
 
nearbyexisting signalatOakStreet,the
 
Oak Street signal was converted to
 
semi-actuated. Slrice the side street
 
volumes were relatively low at both in
 
tersections, disruption to Main Street
 
traffic in the predominant direction of
 
the signals were designed so thatthey
 
could be coordinated during the ajn^
 
and p,m.peaktravel periodstoprogress
 
traffic in the predominant diiectibn of
 
flow,should t)oth signalsbeactuated try
 
side street traffic.
 
Thesignallayoutsandcostestimates
 
were prepared, and the cost
 
agreements signed with the city of
 
Hometown. Thereafter, the work au
 
thorization waswritten andissuedtothe
 
dtyofHometown.Withassistanceofthe
 
Signal Installation Department,the traf
 
fic signal was installed by the dty and
 
made operational in time forthe begin
 
ning ofthe 1982-83school year.
 
Before-and-After Evaluation
 
VEHICULAR VOLUMES^A com­
parison was madeofthe traffic volume
 
study done l>y the dty of Hometown
 
taken beforethesignalwasinstalledand
 
the Traffic Count Department study
 
taken after. The Hometown City study
 
showed 564 vehides during the p^
 
eighthourson MapleStreetWh^asthe
 
Traffic Count Department's study
 
showed 592 vehicles during ttie same
 
eight hours. The change iri traffic on
 
Maple Street Was minimal. This traffic
 
vdume»lessthanone-halfoftiletraffic
 
volume riormdly considered appropri
 
ateto warrantsignalization.Main Street
 
isfour lanes atthis location and hasan
 
ADTofabout21,000vehides perday.
 
PEDESTRIAN VOLUMES-^The
 
Hometown aty study(before)and the
 
Traffic CountOepartment study (after)
 
were not made during identi^ time
 
periods arto thereforea directcompari
 
soncannotbemadeastothenumberof
 
pedestrians crossing Main Street at
 
Maple. It appears, however, that the
 
study results are similar,and thatthere
 
has not been any appredabie gain or
 
loss in pedestrian volume.The Traffic
 
Count Departfnent study which was
 
made during active pedestrian crossing
 
^1 / EXISTING REQUESTED ^
 
W / SIGNAL
 SIGNAL
 
/ MAIN ST
 
825	 SCHOOL
 
CROSSING
 
FIGURE 1
 
Table 1.
 
Total 
Aeddofits 
Infury 
Aeelclants 
Total 
injufiaa Right Ai^le 
Rear Blke& 
End Pedeetrtan 
Before 10.7 7.3 5.7 1.7 5.7 
After 14 10 
Table2.
 
SUMMATIONOFCOSTTQPUBLICRESULTINQFROMINSTALLATION OF
 
TRAFHCSIGNAL
 
Increased Aoddent Costs $ 23,017/yr.
 
Additional Fuel Consumption $ 23,53(yyr.
 
Additional Motorist Delay $ 54,20(yyr.
 
Installation and Maintenance $ 3,570ryr.
 
Total Costto Public
 
periods showed thatthere were47pe
 
destrian crossir^ during ah eight-hour
 
pericxi. Of these, 30 of the crossings
 
were made by childfeh and the others
 
were adults.
 
ACCIDENTS—S\nce improvements
 
were made atthe traffic signalon Main
 
Street at Oak Street in addition to the
 
installation of a new signal on Main
 
Street at Maple, the 0.3 mite section
 
which includes both traffic signals was
 
induded in the before-after aoddent
 
study. The "before" period was from
 
Sep^ber 28,1979,through Septem
 
ber27,1982(three years)whitethe"af
 
ter" period was from September 28,
 
1982through September27,1983(one
 
year). The total acddents for the"be
 
fore" period were 32or 10.7 per year
 
whiletheone-year"after"period had 14
 
$104,317
 
aoddenis. Hereafter all "before" acci
 
dent figures will be represented by an
 
average ofthe three-year period.
 
Asshown in table 1 thefollowing ac
 
cident Increases were observed for the
 
one-year period after the traffic signal
 
wasinstalled,injuryacddentsincreased
 
from5to 7,totalinjuriesfrom 7.3to 10,
 
propertydamagefrom5.7to7,rear-end
 
acddentsfrom 5.7to 7,and bicydeand
 
pedestrian acddentsfrom zero to one;
 
while right-angle acddents decreased
 
from 1.7 to 1. Using National Safety
 
Coundi cost figures for each property
 
damage($1,090)and each personalin
 
jury($8,000)theadditionalacddentcost
 
to motorists is$23,017per year.
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 Itshould be noted thatduringthetime
 
used in this analysis, accidents in the
 
state showed a steady decline from
 
366,000in1979to295,000In1^2(a20
 
percent reduction).

fuel C0A/SLfA/fP770Af—Compari
 
son using the NCTSIM analysis of fuel
 
used by motorists oh both Main Street
 
and the two side streete in the before­
and-after periods reveals that 18,100
 
additional gallons of gasoline annually
 
are required for use by motorists in
 
traveling Main Street after the Maple
 
Street signal was installed t}ecause of
 
added congestion and delay.Assuming
 
fuel costs at$l.3G/gal;thisamounts to
 
an annual cost to motorists of approxi­
mately$23,530per year.
 
MOTORISTS OfiUy—The NETSIM
 
analysis of before-and-after conditions
 
showthatmotoristsaredelayedanaddi
 
tional 10,113hours per year,in the"af
 
ter' period. By assuming 1.6 persons
 
par vehicle arid the time value at the
 
minimum wage ($3.35) the cost to
 
motorists is$54,200 per year.
 
installation and mainte
 
nance COST—The yearly cost for
 
maintenance and energy plus one^
 
fifteenth (1/15) of the installation cost
 
amountsto$3,570.
 
CONCLUSION-^^appearsfrom the
 
one year "after" study that pedestrian
 
a^vehicular volumes were not appre
 
ciably changed, and that there was a
 
small increase in acdderits. Costs to
 
the public through Increased acddertts,
fuel consumption,delay,and signal in
 
stallation and maintenance increased
 
by over$100,000per year.
 
It Is doubtful that this signal will be
 
removed, but perhaps this case study
 
will assist others to avoid the use of
 
Traffic Signal Warrant"P."
 
Savage (R has
 
been a traffic en-

Qineer with the
 
Michigan Oepart­
ment of Transporta
 
tion since 1961. He
 
is presently Siiper­
vising Engineer of
 
the Electrontc Sys
 
n«s . tems Unit He hasa
 
1 Michigan State
JAjh^ere^in 1956andan M.S.E.in highways
 
and trafficfrom ika i
 
committees, and Is presently

^rmanofITEs MeasuresDivision.Heisa
 
registered engineerin thestate of Michigan.
 
Now isthetimeto hireasununeriritem.Ifyotiragencyorfirm planson
 
havmg internships for collegelevelstudentsin the field oftransportation

OTgmeenng.completethefonn below|md retumiitoITEHeadquarters.
 
Fbnrc returned fiom aUemplovets wffl be botmdintoatw.Wftand
 
teceive theinfonnation wffl betesponsfljle for
 
employeis with whom they are inteiestied in working.
 
Itogtain.Am^orgoalofthis program is to makeinformationoncareer
 
oppommitiesin thetransportation profession availableto womenand
 
intaority grotips.
 
Ifywareinterestedinrontributingtothiseffort,pleasecompletetheform
OTd return It pnorto February 15.1984toJane Wetz. of
 
Transportation Enginete,525SchoolStreetS.W.,Washlnaton.DC
 
20024-2729. ««"™8ron,u.r_
 
Emplover.
 
Personiiei OfBcer.
 
Address
 
Telephone.
 
Description ofWork _
 
Qualifications required.
 
Date position Isopen.
 
SalaryInformation
 
Otherinformation
 
24 ITEJoumai/Januafy 1985
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CITY OFCATHEDRALCITY
 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
 
MEMORANDUM
 
DATE; 22December1997 
TO: David Faessel,City Engineer 
FROM: Jerry V.Jack, Engineering Associate 
Subject: Proposed addition of a Protected Left-Tum Phase at the Ramon 
Road/Whispering Palms Trail Traffic Signal 
CC: Traffic File 
I am recommending againstthe addition ofthis protected left-tum phase atthis time,as
 
it is not needed based on the number of vehicles making this movement.The memo
 
attached dated 12/5/97 outlines the numerical data on this intersection. The 2.4% of
 
vehicles using this movement,added tothefactthatthere is np evidenceofthese vehicles
 
being stranded,leads meto conclude thatthis additional phase is not needed atthis time
 
and would significantly reduce the efficiency ofthe intersection.
 
In addition, we are currently in design of the Ramon Road interconnect and signal
 
synchronization CIP. This project's effectiveness and efficiency will also be affected
 
significantly bythe addition ofthis unwarranted phase.
 
In the period 1/1/96 through 6/30/97there were a total of7accidents atthis intersection,
 
ofthose,2might have been prevented by the proposed left-tum phase. Given the total
 
intersection volume and peak-hourvolumes,this is an acceptable and expected number
 
ofaccidents atany given signalized intersection.
 
Attached is the existing intersection phase timing report vvhich shows a LOS(level of
 
Service)ofB,and a delayfactor of16.6.Also attached isa model ofthe intersection with
 
the left-tum added which showsaLOSofCand a delayfactorof24.4.(Seethe highlighted
 
portion on pages2and 11 respectively).
 
Also attached is the traffic countdata used for this study dated 3/11/97,and an analysis
 
ofthe potential liability exposure ofthe proposed left-turn phase.
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22December 1997
 
Reportto City Engineerfor Council Agenda
 
By: Jerry V.Jack,Engineering Associate
 
Increased Exposure to Liability Factor for Addition of Protected easiest Left Turn
 
Phase(s)at Whispering Palms/Ramon Road.
 
Currently there are 12,200vpd (vehicles per day)in this intersection. 10,467vpd are on
 
Ramon Road east/westbound. There are 214vpd making left from Ramon onto
 
Whispering Palms Trail, aboutequally split between north and south.
 
Currently there are 2440 stops per hour at the peak hour at this intersection, which is
 
65% ofthe total traffic. The model adding a protected left turn increases that number of
 
stops to 2800, or an increase of 14.9% (360vpph {vehicles per peak hour}). These
 
increased stops all occur during the additional proposed lefttum protected movement.
 
National statistics compiled by the Federal Highway Administration has the average red
 
light violation at any given traffic signal to be 0.8%. Currently, the average number of
 
red light violations is 0.8% (expected) or 19vpph. With the increase in stop time
 
predicted,the average number of red light violations would be 22vpph which equates to
 
a potential liability exposure increase of15.8% atthe peak hour.
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CITY OF CATHEDRAL CITY
 
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
 
MEMORANDUM
 
5 December 1997
 
TO
 The Honorable Mayor and Members ofthe City Council
 
FROM erry V.Jack, Engineering Associate
 
Subject;	 Left Turn Phase Addition on Ramon Road at Whispering Palms Trail
 
CC	 David Faessel, City Engineer
 
Jaime Aguilera, Community Development Director
 
George Truppelli, City Manager
 
1 was asked to look into the need to add a dedicated left turn arrow for the signal at this
 
intersection.
 
Machine and manualtraffic counts weretaken forthe peak hours and forthe 24-hourtime
 
periods to assess the volume of left turn traffic. These counts were taken in the March
 
season. •
 
Maximum left turn peaks occurred between 3:50 to 4:50PM daily. The maximum amount
 
counted vvas 81 left turn vehicles per hour (both directions combined w/45max in one
 
direction). This 2.4% of the total volume of the opposing traffic that would have to be
 
stopped to allow an independent(protected)laft turn phase.
 
I did a follow up field observation for two days during the peak hour. At no time did J
 
observe any left turn vehicles become stranded in the left turn lane for more than one
 
signal cycle.At no time did any more than three vehicles use the lefttum pocket in either
 
direction during any one cycle.
 
The conclusion is thatthe left turn pocket is working safely and per design in its current
 
configuration and does not need nor warrant a protected left tum phase at this time. In
 
addition, the volume of traffic on Ramon Road with six lanes of through movement is
 
controlled by a progression system from Landau to Date Palm.Another interruption ofthis
 
system fora2.4% usefactor is notacceptable to the environmental considerations oftraffic
 
signal vehicle progression.The addition ofa left turn phase would increase overall delay
 
to the 3300 vehicle per hour through volumes by 15 to 30seconds per signal cycle.
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Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail 
December22,1997 
Timing Report,Sorted By Phase 
Cycle Length:65 
Control Type:Actuated-Uncoofdinated 
Natural Cycle:65 
Mpvernent 
Permitted Lefts? 
Phase Lagging? 
Can Lead or Lag? 
Recall Mode 
Maximum Split(s) 
Maximum Split(%) 
Minimum Split(s) 
Yellow Time(s) 
LostTime(s) 
Minimum Initial(s) 
Vehicle Extension(s) 
Minimum Gap(s) 
Time Before Reduce(s) 
Time To Reduce(s) 
Walk Time(s) 
Flash DontWalk(s) 
B MBS 
2 4 6 8 
EBT SBTL WBT NBTL 
Yes Yes 
Min None Min None 
35 15 35 15 
54% 23% 54% 23% 
15 15 15 15 
6 5 6 5 
3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
4 4 4 4 
5.0 2.0 5.0 2.0 
2.0 1.5 2.0 1.5 
5 0 5 0 
10 10 10 10 
7 7 7 7 
18 16 15 16 
Splits and Phases; Ramon Road&Whispering Palms Trail 
X 
^|4 
15 
35 
4^6 
VolumeWorksheet 
Volume(vph) 
Peak Hour Factor 
Adj. Flow(vph) 
Lane Util. Factor 
Lane Group Flow(vph) 
El vS SI; S S H
EBL iil EBR yVBL yVBI JWBR 
45 1568 137 36 1513 19 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
45 1568 137 36 1513 19 
1.00 1.15 1.15 1.00 1.15 1.15 
45 1803 158 36 1740 22 
Q
NBL 
97 
1.00 
97 
1.00 
97 
E]a
NBI NBR 
37 57 
1.00 1.00 
37 57 
1.05 1.05 
53 46 
[3 S] El
SBL ^ 
71 49 ~52 
1.00 1 00 1 00 
71 49 52 
1.00 105 1 05 
71 59 '47 
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Rarrion Road &Whispering Palms Trail
 
December22,1997
 
Lane and Saturated Flow Worksheet
 
a 3S @S H a [Q
 0 H S] £]

EBL EBT EBR yVBL WBT WBR NBL Nil NBR SBL
 SBT SBR
 
Lanes
 1 3 1 1 3 i; 1 1
 1 1 1 1
Ideal Flow(yphpl)
 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900
1900 1900 1900
Shared Lane?
 No Yes No Yes
 No Yes No
 
Lane Width (ft) 12 13 12 13 
Yes
 
12 12 10
 10
Grade(%) 0% 0% 0% 0%
 0% 0®/o 0%
Heavy Vehicles(%)
 3% 3% 3% 3% 2% 2% 2®/o 2%
BusStops(#/hr) 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0

Parking(#/hr)
 
0
Frt Protected
 0.850 0.850
 0.960 0.850
 0.980 0.850

Fit Protected
 0.950 0.950
 0.950
 0.950
Satd. Flow(prot)
 1752 5534 1614 1752 5534 1614 1770 1583 1704
1788 1652 1330
 
FrtPerm.
 0.850 0.850
 0.960
 0.850 0.980 0.850
 
Fit Perm.
 0.125 0.125 0.950
 0.950
Satd.Flow(perm)
 231 5534 1614 231 5534 1614
 1770 1788 1583 1652 1704 1330
 
Area Type: Other
 
Capacity and Level ofService AnalysisSummary
 
, - S B 3a B a a a a H Q] El
LaneGroun EBL EBT EBR
 5WBL WBI VtfBR NBL NBT NfR sfL
 SBT SBR

Perm or Prot? Perm Perm
 Perm Pm+Ov NA Perm NA
 
AdjRow(vph) 45 1803 158 36 1740 22 97 53 46 71 Perm
 59 47

PrOt Satd Flow
 1614 1770 1788 1652
 1704

Perm.Satd Flow 231 5534 1614
 231 5534 1614 1583
 1330
Green Ratio 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.68 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18
 0.18 0.18
Lane Grp Cap(vph) 114 2724 795 114 2724 1093 327 330 292 305
 315 246
V/C Ratio 0.40 0.66 0.20
 0.32 0.64 0.02 0.30 0.16 0.16 0.23
 0.19 0.19
Critical LG? Yes
 Yes Yes
 
Uniform Delay,d1 7.9 9.4 7.0 7.5 9.3 2.0 17.3 16.9 16.9 17.1
 17.0 17.0
 
Actuated G/C Ratio 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.70 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.16
Actuated V/C Ratio 0;36 0,60 0.18 0.29 0.58 0.02 0.33 0.18 0.17 0.27
 0.22 0.22

Percentile Delay 14.4 12.6 7.5 9.1 11.4 1.9 17.2 16.7 16.6 17.3
 17.2 17.1

Percentile LOS B S B
 B B A C C C C
 C C
 
Cycle Length:65
 
LostTime:9
 
Sum of Critical V/S Ratios:0.42
 
Intersection V/C Ratio:0.49
 
Intersection Percentile Delay: 12.3
 
Intersection Percentile LOS:B
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1997 Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail 	 ^ 

Supplemental WorksheetForPermitted LeftTurns
 
■ 23 
Approach EBL WBL
 
Cycle Length(s) 65 65
 
ActualGreen 29 29
 
Eff. Green 32 32
 
0pp.Eff. Green 32 32
 
■	 l-anes' ■ .. ■l '';; . ' . ' ■ ' ■ 1 
0pp. Lanes ' ' 3 3 
Adj. LT Flow." 45 36 
Prop Left Turns 1.00 t.OO 
Prop LT 0pp. 
Adj. 0pp. Flow 1740 1803 
Lost Time 3.0 3.0 
0.81 0.65
 
Vole 10.47 10.85
 
Rpo 1.00 1.00
 
gf 0.00 0.00
 
qro 0.51 0.51
 
gq 12.69 13.54
 
gu 19.31 18.46
 
fs 0.00 0.00
 
PL 1.00 1.00
 
ELI 8.20 8.20
 
n' ■ 
PTHo
 
Eu
 
fmin 0.12 0.12
 
ftn 0.07 0.07
 
fLT . 0.12 0.12
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Ramon Road &A/Vhispering Palms Trail
 December22,1997
 
Lanes,Volumes,and TimingsSummary
 
_ 0:0 S S Q:0 HI 00a s
 
EBL EBT EBR WBL VVBI WBR NBL NBT NBR
 SBL SBJ SBR
 
Volume(vph) 45 1568 137 36 1513 19 97 37 57
 71 49 52
 
AdjLane Grp Vol. 45 1803 158 36 1740 22 97 53 46
 71 59 47
 
Lanes
 1 3 1 1 3 1 ^ '1 ■ ■ ■ VI. ■ 1 1 1 
Satd Flow(Prot) 1752 5534 1614 1752 5534 1814 1770 1788 1583 1652 1704 1330
 
Satd Flow(Perm) 231 5534 1614 231 5534 1614 1770 1788 1583
 1652 1704 1330
 
LeftTum Type Perm Perm Split Split

RightTum Type Perm Pm+Ov
 Perm Perm
 
Phase Number
 ■ 6 8 - 8 . 4 4 
Phase Lagging? 
Maximum Green(s) 29 29 10 10
 10 10
 
Yellow Time(s) 6 5 5 5 5
 
V/C Ratio 0.40 0.66 0.20 0.32 0.64 0.02 0.30 0.16 0.16
 0.23 0.19 0.19
 
Actuated V/C Ratio 0.36 0.60 0.18 0.29 0.58 0.02 0.33 0.18 0.17
 0.27 0.22 0.22
 
Percentile Delay(s) 14.4 12.6 7;5 9.1 11.4 1.9 17.2 16.7 16.6 17.3 17.2 17.1
 
Percentile LOS B a B B B A
 C C C C C C
 
Cycle Length:65
 
Control Type:Actuated-Uncoordinated
 
Offeet:0(0%).Referenced to phase2-EBTand6-WBT,Start ofGreen
 
Intersection V/C Ratio:0.49
 
Intersection Percentile Delay:12.3
 
Intersection Percentile LOS:B
 
Splits and Phases; Ramon Road&Whispering Palms Trail
 
35
 15
 
35
 15 ". ■ 
trie ♦ilB 
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 Ramon Road & Whispering Palms Trail
 December22,1997
 
Queue Lengths,and Potential Blocking Problems
 
S H S S SS0[S S 13 S]0
 
Lane Group EBL EBI EiE WBL 5!VBI JAJBR NBL fJBI NBR SBL SBT SBR
 
Lane Group Volume 46 1803 158 36 1740 22 97 53 46
 71 59 47
 
Queue Length 50%(ft) 8 113 24 6 108 2 26 14 12 19 16 13
 
Queue Length 95%(ft) #56 329 102 44 314 12 74 46 42 59 51 44
 
Link Length (ft) 1260 1260 1260 1244 1244 1244 1458 1458 1468 510 510 510
 
%of Link Used 4% 26% 8% 4% 25% 1% 5% 3% 3%
 12% 10% 9%
 
Blocks Upstream?
 
Storage Length (ft) 120 160 80
 
%ofStorage Used 47% 28% 123%
 74%
 
Fills Storage? Yes
 
%ofTuming Storage 274% 196% 77%
 64%
 
Blocks Tuming Storage? Yes Yes
 
# 	95th percentile volume exceeds capacity,queue may be longer.
 
Queueshown is maximum after two cycles.
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Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail
 
December22,1997
 
Actuated TimingsSummary
 
Cycle Length:65
 
Control Type:Actuated-Uncoordinated
 
90th %lle Actuated Cycle:91
 
70th %ile Actuated Cycle:62
 
50th %ileActuated Cycle:59
 
30th %ile Actuated Cycle:56
 
lOlh %ile Actuated Cycle:86
 
a a m CD
 
EBT WBT NBT SBT
 
Phase Number 2 V 6 8 4
 
Maximum Green(s) 29 29 10 10
 
Minimum Initial(s) 4 4 4 4
 
Vehicle Extension(s)
 5.0 5.0 2.0 2.0
 
Minimum Gap(s) 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5
 
Time Before Reduce(s) 5 5 0 0
 
TimeTo Reduce(s) 10 10 10 10
 
Recall Mode
 Min Min None None
 
Walk Time(s) 7
 7 7 7
 
Flash DontWalk(s)
 18 15 16 16
 
Pedestrian Calls(#/hr) 1 1 1 ■ f
 
90th %ile Green(s) 29 29 23 23
 
90th %ile Term Code
 Max Max Ped Ped
 
70th %ile Green(s)
 29 29 9 8
 
70th %ile Term Code
 Max Max Gap Gap

50th %ile Green(s) 29
 29 8 7
 
50th %ile Term Code
 Max Max Gap Gap
 
30th %ile Green(s) 29 29 6 6
 
30th %ile Term Code
 Max Max Gap Gap

10th %ile Green(s)
 61 61 5 5
 
10th %ile Term Code dwell Dwell Gap Gap
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Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail
 Decehiber22^ 1997
 
Actuated Signal,Actual Green times 
Phase %He Green Teniifnation 1 mill 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
..i.iii.......i.........i....^....i.........I........ 
70 80 
•••* 
Max 29 Max 
90 29 Max Out 
70 29 Max Out 
a 50 29 Max Out 
2EBT 30 29 Max Out 
10 61 Dwell 
Mac 29 Max 
90 29 Max Out 
70 29 MaxOut 
50 29 Max Out 
6WBT 30 29 Max but 
10 61 Dwell 
Max 10 Max 
90 23 
m 
70 
50 
9 
a 
GapOut 
Gap Out 
8NET 30 6 Gap Out 
10 5 Gap Out 
Max 10 Max 
90 23 Red 
70 a Gap but 
50 7 Gap Out 
4SBT 30 6 Gap Out 
10 5 Gap Out 
%ile Cycle All-Red 
90 91 0 
70 62 0 
50 60 0 
30 57 0 
10 86 0 
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R
a
m
o
n
Roaij
&
Whispering Palms
Trail
 
December
22,
1997
 
Actuated
Signal,Actual
Green
Times
a
nd
Starts
 
1
0
 
2
0
 
3
0
 
4
0
 
5
0
6
0
 
7
0
 
8
0


Phase 
%
n
e
 
Green Start 
Termination
 
iiiimiiiiilii 
iiliimimliii
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Ramon Road &Whistjering Palms Trail
 
December22,1997
 
Actuated Signal,Phase Oetaiia 
Phase %ile 
90 
Queue 
26 
Gap-Out 
50+ 
Green Termination 
29 Max Out 
10 20 30 40 
limiiml 
50 
70 22 50+ 29 Max Out 
50 18 50+ 29 Max Out 
2EBT 30 15 50+ 29 Max Out 
10 14 50+ 61 Dwell 
90 25 50+ 29 Max Out 
70 21 50+ 29 Max Out 
50 18 50+ 29 Max Out 
6WBT 30 15 50+ 29 Max Out 
10 14 48 61 Dwell 
90 9 2 23 Red 
70 7 2 9 Gap Out 
50 6 2 8 Gap Out 
8NBT 30 4 2 6 Gap Out 
10 2 2 5 Gap Out 
90 8 2 23 Red 
70 6 2 8 Gap Out 
50 5 2 7 Gap Out 
4SBT 30 4 2 6 Gap Out 
10 2 2 5 Gap Out 
%iie Cycle All-Red 
90 91 0 
70 62 0 II 
50 60 0 
30 57 0 
10 0 
II 
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Coordinatability Analysis Using Current Cycle Lengths;
 December22,1997
 
Link:Ramon Road,Whispering Palms Trail to Landau Blvd.
 
Variable Value Comments 
Travel Time(s) 
CF1 
30 
66 
Travel Time Okay For Coordination 
Traffic/Storage Space 
CF2 
0.23 
23 
Storage Space is adequate 
Proportion ofTraffic In Platoon 
Ap,platoon adjustment 
0.45 
-20 
Trafficeven across cycle,coordination notappropriate 
Main Street Volume(vph) 2006 High Volumes,coordination is high priority 
Av,volume adjustment 18 
Cycle Length 
Cycle Length 
65 
o 
atWhispering Palms Trail 
atLandau Blvd. 
Combined Cycle Length 80 
Cycle Length Increase 95 Large increase in cycle length 
Ac,Cycle Adjustment -30 
CF,Coordinatability Factor 34 Coordination probably notrecommended 
Link:Ramon Road,Whispering Palms Trail to Avenida Maraviila
 
Variable value
 Cortiments
 
Travel Time(s) 30 Travel Timeokay For Coordination
 
CF1 66
 
Traffic/Storage Space 0.22 Storage Space is adequate
 
CF2 22
 
Proportion ofTraffic in Platoon 0.45 Traffic even across cycle,coordination notappropriate
 
Ap,platoon adjustment -20
 
Main Street Volume(vph) 1798
 High Volumes,coordiriation is high priority
 
Av,volume adjustment 16
 
Cycle Lerigth 65 at whispering Palms Trail
 
Cycle Length 0 atAvenida Maraviila
 
Combined Cycle Length 80
 
Cycle Length Increase 95 Largeincrease in cycle length
 
Ac,Cycle Adjustment -30
 
CF,Coordinatability Factor 32 Coordination probably notrecommended
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Delay,Stop,and Fuel Summary December22 igo? 
Iriterseiction: Ramon Road&Whispering Palms Trail 
Approach 
Volume(vph) 
Travel Distance(veh-ml/hr) 
Percentjie Defay(veh-hr/hr) 
Stops(vph) 
FueiUsed(gai) 
EB WB 
1750 1568 
444.1 3912 
7.8 6.5 
1142 1020 
30 27 
NB 
191 
55.6 
1.2 
146 
4 
SB 
172 
19.2 
1.1 
133 
2 
Total 
3681 
9112 
16.6 
2441 
63 
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Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail
 
December22,1997
 
Timing Report;Sorted ByPhase
 
Cycle Length:65
 
Con^lType:Actuated-Uncoordinated
 
Natural Cycle:65
 
S B 3S @l
 
2 4 5 0 8
 
Movement WBL
 EBt SBTL EBL WBT NBTL
 
Permitted Lefts?
 Yes Yes
 
Phase Lagging? Lead L-g Lead Lag
 
Can Lead orLdg?
 
Recall Mode None
 Min None None Min None
 
Maximum Split(s> 8 27 15 8 27 15
 
Maximum Split(%) 12% 42% 23% 12% 42% 23%
 
MinimumSplit(sy 8 15 15 8 15 15
 
Yellow Time(s) 4 6 5 4 6 5
 
LostTime(s) 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.6 3.0
 3.0
 
Minimum Initial(s) 4 4 4 4 4 4
 
Vehicle Extension(s) 2.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 5.0 2.0
 
Minimum Gap(s) 2.0 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.5
 
time Before Reduce(s) 0 5 0 0 -5 6
 
TimeTo Reduce(s) 0 10 10 0 10 10
 
Wdlk Time(s) 7 7 7 7
 
Flash DpntWdlk(s): 18 16 16 16
 
Spli^and Phases; Ramon Road&Whispering Palms Trail
 
8
 27
 15
 
8
 27 • ■■■ • 
^6 418
 
Volume Worksheet
 
S]SS3 El Hi Q 3[0 £]

EBL iil EBR yVBL JflJil VffiR NBL NBI NBR SBL ^^  
Volume(yph) 45 1568 137 36 1613 19 97 37 57 71 "49 
Peak Hour Factor 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 00 1 00 1 00 
Adj. Flow(vph) 45 1568 137 36 1513 19 97 37 57 71 49 *52 
Lane Otil. Factor 1.00 115 1.15 1.00 115 1.15 1.00 1.05 105 1 00 105 1 05 
Lane Group Flow(yph) 45 1803 158 36 1740 22 97 44 55 71 51 55 
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Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail December22,1997
 
Lane and Saturated Flow Worksheet
 
H 3S S S 130 IB 0 H [il 0 
EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SET SBR 
Lanes 1 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Ideal Flow(yphpl) 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 1900 
Shared Lane? No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 
Lane Width (ft) 12 13 12 13 12 12 10 10 
Grade(%) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Heavy Vehicles(%) 3% 3% 3% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2% 
BusStops(#/hr) 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Parking(#/hr) 0 
Frt Protected 0.850 0.850 0.983 0.850 0.850 
Fit Protected 0.950 0.950 0.950 0.950 
Satd. Flow(prot) 1752 5534 1614 1752 5534 1614 1770 1831 1583 1652 1739 1330 
FrtPerm. 0.850 0.850 0.983 0.850 0.850 
FitPerm. 0.167 0.167 0.950 0.950 
Satd.Flow(perm) 308 5534 1614 308 5534 1614 1770 1831 1583 1652 1739 1330 
Area Type: Other
 
Capacity and Level ofSeryice AnalysisSummary
 
Q 1^ S B IB a IB 13 ca a B
 
Lane Group EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL Nil NBR SBL SBT SBR
 
Perm or Prot? Both Perm Both Pm+Ov NA Pm+Ov NA Pm+Ov
 
AdjFiow(vph) 45 1803 158 36 1740 22 97 44 55 71 51 55
 
Prot.Satd Flow 1752 5534 1752 5534 1614 1770 1831 1583 1652 1739 1330
 
Perm.Satd Flow 308 5534 1614 308 5534 1614 1583 1330
 
Green Ratio 0.49 0.37 0.37 0.49 0.37 0.55 0.18 0.18 0.26 0.18 0.18 0.26
 
Lane Grp Cap(vph) 263 2043 596 263 2043 894 327 338 414 305 321 348
 
V/C Ratio 0.17 0.88 0.27 0.14 0.85 0.02 0.30 0.13 0.13 0.23 0.16 0.16
 
Critical LG? Yes Yes Yes Yes
 
Uniform Delay,d1 6.6 14.6 10.9 6.5 14.3 4.0 17.3 16.8 12.3 17.1 16.9 7.4
 
Actuated G/C Ratio 0.54 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.47 0.63 0.17 0.17 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.20
 
Actuated V/C Ratio 0.20 0.66 0.20 0.18 0.67 0.02 0.33 0.14 0.18 0.27 0.18 0.20
 
Percentile Delay 7.4 19.4 9.3 7.8 19.2 3.3 16.9 16.2 12.2 17.0 16.7 7.9
 
Percentile LOS B C B B C A C C B C C B
 
Cycle Length:65
 
LostTime:12
 
Sum ofCritical V/S Ratios:0.43
 
Inters^on V/C Ratio:0.53
 
Intersection Percentile Delay: 18.2
 
Intersection Percentile LOS:C
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 Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail 

Supplemental WorksheetForPermitted LeftTurns
 
Approach EBL WBL 
Cycle Length(s) 65 65 
Actual Green 25 25 
Eff. Green 24 24 
0pp.Eff. Green 24 24 
Lanes 1 1 
Opp.Lanes 3 3 
Adj.IT Flow 45 36 
PropLefttums 1.00 1.00 
Prop LT0pp. 
Adj.0pp.Row 1740 1803 
LostTime 3.0 3.0 
LTC 0.81 0.65 
Vole 10.47 10.85 
Rpo 1.00 1.00 
gf 0.00 0.00 
qro 0.63 0.63 
gq 19.49 20.55 
gu 4.51 3.45 
fe 0.00 0.00 
PL 1.00 1.00 
ELI 8.20 8.20 
n 
PTHo 
EU ■ . , • 
fmin 0.17 0.17 
fin 0.02 0.02 
fLT 0.17 0.17 
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Ramdn Rgad &Whispering Palms Trail
 December22,1997
 
Lanes,VoiumeSy and TimingsSummary
 
a a a HQ a ama am□ 
EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL Nil NBR SBL SBT SBR 
Volume(vph) 46 1568 137 36 1513 19 97 37 57 71 49 52 
AdjLane Grp VoL 45 1803 158 36 1740 22 97 44 55 71 51 55 
Lanes 1 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Satd Flow(Prpt) 1752 5534 1614 1752 5534 1614 1770 1831 1583 1652 1739 1330 
Satd Flow(Perm) 308 5534 1614 308 5534 1614 1770 1831 1583 1652 1739 1330 
Lefttum Type P/P P/P Split Split 
RightTum Type Perm Pm+Ov Pm+Ov Pm+Ov 
Phase Number 5 2 1 6 8 8 4 4 
Phase Lagging? Lead Lag Lead Lag 
Maximum Green(s) 4 21 4 21 10 10 10 10 
Yellow Time(s) 4 6 4 6 5 5 5 5 
V/C Ratio 0.17 0.88 0.27 0.14 0.85 0.02 0.30 0.13 0.13 0.23 0.16 0.16 
Actuated V/C Ratio 0.20 0.66 0.20 0.18 0.67 0.02 0.33 0.14 0.18 0.180.27 0.20 
Percentile Deliay(s) 7.4 19.4 9.3 7.8 19.2 3.3 16.9 16.2 12.2 17.0 16.7 7.9 
Percentile LOS B C 8 8 C A C d 8 C C 8 
Cycle Length: 65 
Control Type: Actuated-Uncbordinated 
Offeet 0 (0%), Referenced to phase 2-E8T and 6-W8T, Start of Green 
Intersection V/C Ratio: 0.53 
Intersection Percentile Delay: 18.2 
Intersection Percentile LOS: C 
Splits and Phases; Ramon Road & Whispering Palms Trail 
-H2 ^4 
8 27 : ; - 15 
8 '•H'% 27 15 
^\S <-|6 ♦TI8 
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Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail 	 December22,1997
 
Queue Lengths,and Potential Blocking Problems
 
3g0S SSS lU 13 Q S El
 
Lane Group EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR
 
LaneGroup Volume 45 1803 168 36 1740 22 97 44 55 71 51 55
 
Queue Length 50%(ft) 7 113 24 7 140 3 26 12 12 19 14 9
 
Queue Length 95%(ft) 37 #377 115 31 355 15 78 42 45 61 47 25
 
Link Length (ft) 1260 1260 1260 1244 1244 1244 1458 1458 1458 510 510 510
 
%ofLink Used 3% 30% 9% 2% 29% 1% 5% 3% 3% 12% 9% 5%
 
Blocks Upstream?
 
Storage Length (ft) 120 160 60 r 80
 
%ofStorage Used 31% 19% 130% 76%
 
Fills Storage? Yes
 
%ofTurning Storage 314% 222% 70% 59%
 
Blocks Turning Storage? Yes Yes
 
# 	95th percentile volume exceeds capacity,queue may belonger.
 
Queueshown is maximum aftertwo cycles.
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 Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail
 December22,1997
 
Actuated TimingsSummary
 
Cycle Length:65
 
Control Type:Actuated-Uncoordinated
 
90th %lle Actuated Cycle:95
 
70th %ile Actuated Cycle:62
 
3bth %lle Actuated Cycle:48
 
10th %ile Actuated Cycle:95
 
S B

EBL EBT
 
Phase Number
 5 2
 
Maximum Green(s) 4 21
 
Minimum Initial(s) 4 4
 
Vehicle Extension(s) 2.0 5.0
 
Minimum Gap(s) 2.0 2.0
 
Time Before Reduce(s) 0 5
 
Time To Reduce(s) 0 10
 
Recall Mode None Min
 
Walk Time(s)
 7
 
Fiash DqntWalk(s)
 18
 
Pedestrian Calls(#/hr) 1
 
90th %i|e Green(s) 4 25
 
90th %ile Term Code
 Max Ped
 
70th %ile Green(s) • ■ .■ ■.4 21
 
70th %lle Term Code
 Max Max 
50th %ile Green (s) 4 29
 
50th %ile Term Code
 Max Hold 
30th %lle Green (s) 0 21
 
30th %ile Term Code Skip Max
 
10th %lle Green (s) 0 71
 
10th %ile Term Code Skip Dwell
 
s a

WBL WBT
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4
 
4
 
2.0
 
2.0
 
0
 
0
 
None
 
4
 
Max
 
4
 
Max
 
0
 
Skip
 
0
 
Skip
 
0
 
Skip
 
6
 
21
 
4
 
5.0
 
2.0
 
5
 
10
 
Min
 
7
 
15
 
1
 
25
 
Hold
 
21
 
Max
 
21
 
Max
 
21
 
Max
 
71
 
Dwell
 
Hi S]
 
NET
 
8
 
10
 
4
 
2.0
 
1.5
 
0
 
10
 
None
 
7
 
16
 
1
 
23
 
Ped
 
9
 
Gap
 
8
 
Gap
 
6
 
Gap
 
5
 
Gap
 
SBT
 
4
 
10
 
4
 
2.0
 
1.5
 
0
 
10
 
None
 
7
 
16
 
1
 
23
 
Ped
 
8
 
Gap
 
7
 
Gap
 
5
 
Gap
 
5
 
Gap
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Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail
 
December22,1997
 
Actuated Signal,Actual Green Times
 
Phase
 
g]
 
5EBL
 
a
 
2EBT
 
1 WBL
 
B
 
6WBT
 
8NBT
 
S]
 
4SBT
 
%ile
 
Max
 
90
 
70
 
60
 
30
 
10
 
Max
 
90
 
70
 
50
 
30
 
10
 
Max
 
90
 
70
 
50
 
30
 
10
 
Max
 
90
 
70
 
50
 
30
 
10
 
Max
 
90
 
70
 
50
 
30
 
10
 
Max
 
90
 
70
 
50
 
30
 
10
 
%lie
 
90
 
70
 
50
 
30
 
10
 
Green Termination 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
iiimiiiiiihi 
4 Max 
4 Max Out 
4 Max Out 
4 Max Out 
0 Skip 
0 Skip 
21 Max 
25 Ped 
21 Max Out 
29 Hold 
21 Max Out 
71 Dwell 
Max 
Max Out 
Max Out 
Skip 
Skip 
Skip 
21 Max 
25 Hold 
21 Max Out 
21 Max Out 
21 Max Out 
71 Dwell 
10 Max 
23 Fed 
9 Gap Out 
8 Gap Out 
6 Gap Out 
5 Gap Out 
10 Max 
23 Fed 
a Gap Out 
7 Gap Out 
5 Gap Out 
5 Gap Out 
Cycle All-Red 
95 0 
62 0 
60 0 
48 0 
96 0 
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Ramon Road & VVhispering Palms trail December22/1997 
Actuated Signal,Actual Green Timesand Starts 
Phase %ile Green Start Terminkioh 10 
20 30 40 50 
iiliMiiiiiilimiiniliii 
60 70 80 
8 
Max 4 ' Max 
90 0 Max Out 
70 4". 0 Max Out 
50 4' ■ 0 Max Out 
5EBL 30 0 0 Skip 
.10, 0 0 Skip 
Max 21 Max 
90 25 8 Red 
70 21 8 Max Out 
50 29 0 Hold 
2EBT 30 21 0 Max Out 
10 71 0 Dwell 
Max Max 
90 0 Max Out 
70 -A­ 0 Max Out 
13 50 0 0 Skip 
1 WBL 30 0 0 Skip 
10 , 0 0 Skip 
Max 21 Max 
90 25 8 Hold 
70 21 8 Max Out 
a 50 21 8 Max Out 
6WBT 30 21 0 Max Out 
10 71 0 Dwell 
Max 10 Max 
90 23 67 Red 
70 9 48 Gap Out 
50 8 47 Gap Out 
30 6 37 Gap Out 
10 5 86 Gap Out 
Max 10 Max 
90 23 39 Red 
S 
70 a 35 Gap Out 
50 7 35 Gap Out 
4SBT 30 ■ ■ 5 27 Gap Out 
10 5 77 Gap Out 
%iie CycleAII-Red 
90 95 0 III 
70 62 0 
50 80 d 
30 48 0 
10 96 0 
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 Ramon Road &Whispering Palms Trail December22,1997
 
Actuated Signal,Phase Details
 
Phase %lle Queue Gao-Out Green Terminat! 
90 5 2 4 Max Out 
70 4 2 4 Max Out 
a 50 3 2 4 Max Out 
5EBL 30 3 2 0 Skip 
10 2 2 0 Skip 
90 31 50+ 25 Red 
70 27 50+ 21 Max Out 
50 19 50+ 29 Hold 
2EBT 30 16 50+ 21 Max Out 
10 18 50+ 71 Dwell 
90 5 2 4 Max Out 
70 4 2 4 Max Out 
s 50 3 2 0 Skip 
1 WBL 30 3 2 0 Skip 
10 2 2 0 Skip 
90 30 50+ 25 Hold 
70 26 50+ 21 Max Out 
50 22 50+ 21 Max Out 
6WBT 30 15 50+ 21 Max Out 
10 17 44 71 Dwell 
90 9 2 23 Red 
a 
70 
50 
' ■'v '; 1 
6 
2 
• 2 
9 Gap Out 
8 Gap Out 
8NBT 30 • 2 ■ 6 Gap Out 
1Q 2 2 5 Gap Out 
90 8 2 23 Red 
70 6 2 8 Gap Out 
a 50 5 2 7 Gap Out 
4SBT 30 3 2 5 Gap Out 
10 2 2 5 Gap Out 
%ile Cycle All-Red 
90 95 0 
70 62 0 
50 60 0 
30 48 0 
10 96 0 
liimi 
10 20 
xaiju 
30 
ulu 
40 50 
.uiu 
III 
ill 
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Coordinatability Analysis Using Current Cycle Lengths: December22,1997
 
Link:Ramon Road,Whispering Palms Trail to Landau Blvd.
 
Variable Value
 
Travel Time(s) 30
 
Cfi V •
 
Traffic/Storage Space 0.23
 
CF2 23
 
Propbrtion of Traffic In Platoon , 0.45
 
Ap,platoon adjustftient 

Main StreetVolume(vph) 

Av,volume adjustment 

Cycle Length 

Cycle Length 

Combined Cycle Length 

Cycle Length Increase 

Ac,Cycle Adjustment 

CF,Coordinatability Factor 

-20
 
2006
 
18
 
62
 
0
 
30
 
98
 
^30
 
34
 
Comments
 
Travel Timeokay For Coordination
 
Storage Space is adequate
 
Traffic even across cycle,coordination not appropriate
 
High Volumes,coordination i$ high priority
 
at Whispering Palms Trail
 
at Landau Blvd.
 
Large increase In cycle length^
 
Coordination probably notrecommended
 
Link:Ramon Road,Whispering Palms Trail to Avenlda Maravlila
 
Variable 

Travel Time(s) 

CF1 

Traffic/Storage Space 

CF2 

Proportion of Traffic in Platoon 

Ap, platoon adjustment 

Main Street Volume(vph) 

Av,volume adjustment 

Cycle Length 

Cycle Length 

Combined Cycle Length 

Cycle Length Increase 

Ac,Cycle Adjustment 

CF,Coordinatability Factor 

Value
 
30
 
66
 
0.22
 
22
 
0.45
 
-20
 
1798
 
16
 
62
 
0
 
80
 
98
 
-30
 
32
 
Comments
 
Travel Timeokay For Coordination
 
StorageSpace Is adequate
 
Traffic even across cycle,coordination notappropriate
 
High Volumes,coordination is high priority
 
at Whispering Palms Trail
 
at Avenida Maravilla
 
Large increase in cycle length
 
Coordination probably notrecommended
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Delay,stop,and FuelSummary December22,1997
 
Intensection:Ramon Road &Whispering Painis Trail
 
Approach EB NB SB Total 
Volume(vph) 1750 1568 191 172 3681 
Travel Distance(veh-mi/hr) 444.1 393.2 55.6 19.2 912.2 
Percentiie Delay(veh-hr/hr) 11.7 10.7 1.1 0.9 24.41 
Stops(vph) 1307 1232 139 126 2804 
Fuel Used(gal) 34 31 4 2 71 
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APPENDIXE
 
DRAFT VERSION OFTHE CODIFICATION
 
OFTHECATHEDRALCITY
 
"LOCAL WARRANT"
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 A Traffic Control Tool Box
 
(Traffic Signal installation Supplement)
 
CITY OFCATHEDRAL CITY
 
f Engineer
 
TRAFFIC CALMING DEVICES OPTIONS
 
FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC PLANS
 
ESTABLISHMENTAND GODIFICATION OFTHE CATHEDRAL CITY
 
"LOCAL WARRANT"
 
Although the scope ofthis general document is directed at neighborhood traffic control devices,
 
there is considerable history oftraffic signal installations beingim)mpted by resident requests.In
 
a few instances the resulting signal installation does not meet the standard engineering wairant
 
system requirements,and is therefore an"unwarnuited"signal in the eyesofthe courts.
 
Thissectionofthe ToolBox isintended to clarify the City's useofdie warrantsystem andto codify
 
the so-called "political warrant"in the City's traffic signal installation decision making process.
 
The City's intention and desire is tofollow the nationally recognized engineering standard practice
 
ofstatistical analysis for deciding when and where to install new traffic signals. This standard is
 
known as the Warrant System as identified in the California State TrafficManual,Chapter9and
 
in the U.S.DepartmentofTransportation Federal Hi^way Adniinistration's A/anwa/on Uniform
 
Traffic ControlDevices,PartTV,SectionC^Hiesedocumentsandtheirsubsequentrevisions/updates
 
are hereby made a partofthisdocumentby referenee and incorporation.
 
Although the WarnuitSystem takes into accountaccident dataand history,traffic volumes,delay
 
times,pedestrian volumes,school proximityand signalsystem integrity;the warrantsdonotaddress
 
public perceptions,economic and political considerations,local traffic paittems nor development
 
considerations,the City has made a poUcy decision to follow the precepts ofthe Livable Cities
 
plaiming approaches and the principles outlined in the AHWHANEE documents adopted by
 
Council.The WarrantSystem does nottake these £q)proaches into consideration and it is the desire
 
ofthe City to do so.
 
The City ofCathedral City desires to address public and businessconcerns while balancing those
 
concenis with sound engineering practices.The City recognizesthatanysignal installation,whether
 
nieeting warrants or not,has the potential to expose the City to certain liabilities inherentto the
 
operationoftraffic sigiuds.Die City also reedizes thatin limited situations,asignal not meeting the
 
jj/poUticalwainit.doc 1
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 WarrantSystem criteria may none-the-Iess be highly desirable for other considerations.
 
Thisdocumentoutlinestheapproach the City willtake in considering the reqiiestfor installation of
 
all traffic signals. The requesting party sludl use this document as a guide into and through the
 
process.
 
STANDARD WARRANTS
 
TheCity ofCathedral City will,uponreceiving arequestforanewtrafBc signal or modificationof
 
anexisting signal,referthe requestto the Engineering Divisionforafull analysisofthe needforthe
 
signal based upon the Warrant System. Should the proposed signal meet one or more ofthe
 
Warrants,staffshall make arecoimnendationto Council based upon typical engineering practices.
 
Ifstaffdecidestorecoinmend againstinstallationofthe proposed signal,despite its meeting oneor
 
more Warrant,or,ifthe proposed signaldoes notmeetany Warrant,thenan additionalstudy ofthe
 
requested location based uponthefollowing items:
 
localWARRANTS
 
1.An analysis ofthe proximity ofthe proposed signalto other signalsonthesame
 
roadway. The desired minimum distance between signals is 1320 lineal feet
 
(centerline to centerline).Innocase shallasignal beany nearerthan660lineal feet
 
from another signal.(20 points)
 
2.A full analysisofthe existing,proposed Or potentialsignalcoordination along the
 
roadway shall beconducted.Thisanalysisshall ataminimum include the modeling
 
ofthe new signal within the roadway signal coordination system using the latest
 
versionofSynchro3®,CORSIM®orNETSIM®.PASSER-n90® and/orTRANSYT­
7F® and/or other models may berequired atthe discretionofthe City Engineer.(15
 
points)
 
3.A full costanalysis(including longterm maintenance)shall be done by staff.(10
 
points)
 
4.Aspartofthe modeling,atime-delay study beforeand afterthesignal installation
 
shallberequired ifthe proposedsignalis or willbe withinacoordinated system.(10
 
points)
 
5.Ifthe proposed signal willbe tied intoaresidential collector or smaller street,a
 
residentSlaveyshallbecompletedfollowingthe <
 
ControlProgram Process guidelines.(5Points)
 
Ij/politicalwanntddc 2
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 6.All businesses within660feetofthe proposed signal shallbe notified andacW
 
to comment on the impacts of the signal installation vqwn their access and
 
circulation.(5 points)
 
7.Ifthe requestforthe proposed signal is presented byadeveloperor business,the
 
applicantshallsupplyafull cost/income analysisofthe proposed developmentwith
 
and without the signal installation. Part ofthat analysis will be a breakdown and
 
identification ofthe income to the City in theform ofretail or property taxes,wifii
 
and withoutthe proposed signal.This"incometo the City"analysis shall be cross
 
referenced totheinstallation/maintenance costanalysis done by staffas required in
 
#3 above.(15 points)
 
8. If the proposed signal lies on a regional arterial(as identified on the current
 
CVATs/CVAG model) the City shall request comments from CVAG and RCTC
 
(also Caltrans and adjacent Cities is applicable).(5points)
 
9.The modeling shall includeafuel consumption/loss report.(5 points)
 
10.Commentsonresponsetimeandemergencycirculationimpactsshallbereceived
 
from the City Police and Fire Departments.(10 points)
 
STUDYCOSTS
 
The cost(s)ofall modeling and analysis shall be bome bythe^plicant/requestor.City stafftime
 
shall be paid in the form of plan check fees based upon the personnel cost+overhead foimula
 
currently in use in the Community DevelopmentDepartment
 
Each local warrant shall be scOred according to the point score range inHjcated for warrant.
 
Proposed signals not achieving at least a score of75 will be automatically recommended for
 
rejection by staff.Scoresand staffanalysesofeachlocal warrantshall be presented to the Council
 
for final determination.
 
APPROVEDSIGNALSNOTMEETING WARRANTS
 
— — rx"'"— * ' 1 iiuiiiawMi w* 1 ■■ mj m ^OGS]!10t IllCGt 
the WarrantSystem requirements northe local warrantrequirements,therequesting party shall be
 
responsible for all installation and permanentimuntenance costs.The requestor shall execute an
 
agreement with the City which absolvesthe Cityofall liability forinstallation ofthesignalin the
 
eventofaccident,claim orsuit,including courtcosts,legalfeesand associated costs.Theagreement

shallspecifytheCityto actasthecohtracting^entforsignal maintenance,tiining andcoordination;
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with all costs for said maintenance(including personnel and overhead costs)to be home fay the
 
requestorviaacontract with the City.
 
REMOVALOFEXISTINGnon-conformingSIGNALS
 
Atthe dateofadoption ofthis policy there are or may beexisting traffic signals within the City or
 
within areas that may beincorporated in the future which do meetthe requirementsand criteria set
 
forth herein.
 
Staffis directed to study anysignalsuspected Ofnotmeeting the criteria established herein atleast
 
once every three years or as directed by the City Engineer.
 
The criteriaforremovalofanexisting signalshallbe diesameasthatsetforthfordetermining the
 
need and desirability ofanew signal.Thestudy shallinclude the Removal Warrantinthe Warrant
 
System as wellasthe criteriainthe local warrantsection hmin.
 
Any signal determined by staffto be no longer necessary forthe purposes it wasinstalled,orthat
 
conflicts with newtrafhc patterns andtechnologies(i.e.,coordinatiottsystems,regional programs,
 
etc.)shall berecommend^to be removed.City Councilshall makethe final determinationofany
 
such staffrecommendation.
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APPENDIXF
 
^'LOCALWARRANT"
 
A Traffic CpntiX)I T^
 
(Traffic Signal Installation Supplement)
 
CITY OFCATHEDRAL CITY
 
Engineering Divlsjon
 
TRAFFIC CALMING DEVICES OPTIONS
 
F^^
 
ESTABLISHMENTAND CODIFICATION OFTHECATHEDRALCITY"LOCAL
 
WARRANT"
 
Although the scope of this general document is directed at neighborhood traffic
 
control devices, there is considerable history of traffic signal installations being
 
prompted by resident requests. In afew instances the resulting signal installation
 
does not meet the standard engineering warrant system requirements, and is
 
therefore an"unwarranted"signal in the eyes ofthe courts.
 
This section of the Tool Box is intended to clarify the City's use of the warrant
 
system and to codify the sp-called "political warrant" in the City's traffic signal
 
installation decision making prpcess.
 
The City's intention and desire is to follow the nationally recognized engineering
 
standard practice of statistical anaiysis for deciding when and where to install
 
new traffic signals. This standard Is known as the Warrant System as identified in
 
the California State Traffic Manual, Chapter 9 and in the U.S. Department of
 
Transportation Federal Highvyay Administration's on Uniform Traffic
 
CoritmTDevices, Part IV, Section C. These documents and their subsequent
 
revisions/updates are hereby made a part of this document by reference and
 
incorporation.
 
Although the Warrant System takes into account accident data and history, traffic
 
volumes, delay times, pedestrian volumes, school proximity and signal system
 
integrity; the warrants do not address public porceptions, economic and political
 
considerations, local traffic patterns nor development considerations. The City
 
has made a policy decision to folldw the precepts of the Livable Cities planning
 
approaches and the principles outlined in the AHVVHANEE documents adopted
 
by Council. The Warrant System does not take these approaches into
 
consideration and it is the desire ofthe City to do so.
 
The City of Cathedral City desires to address public and business concerns while
 
balancing those concerns with sound engineering practices. The 6ity recognizes
 
that any signal installation, whether meeting warrants or not, has the potential to
 
expose the City to certain liabilities inherent to the operation of traffic signals. The
 
City also realizes that ih lirnited situations, a Signal not meeting the Warrant
 
System criteria may none-tlie-less be highly desirable for other considerations.
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This document outlines the appro the City will take in considering the request
 
for installation of all traffic signals. The requesting party shall use this document
 
asa guide into and through the process.
 
STANDARD WARRANTS
 
The City ofCathedral City will, upon receiving a requestfor a new traffic signal or
 
modification ofan existing signal, refer the request to the Engineering Division for
 
a full analysis ofthe need for the signal based upon the Warrant System. Should
 
the proposed signal meet one or more of the Warrants, staff shall make a
 
recommendation to Council based upon typical engineering practices. If staff
 
decides to recommend against installation of the proposed signal, despite its
 
meeting one or rnore Warrant, or, if the proposed signal does not meet any
 
Warrant, theh an additional study of the requested location based upon the
 
following items:
 
LOCALWARRANTS
 
1. An analysis of the proximity ofthe proposed signal to other signals on the
 
same roadway. The desired rninimum distance between signals is 1320
 
lineal feet (centerline to centerline). In no case shall a signal be any
 
nearerthan660lineal feetfrom another signal.(20 points)
 
2. A full analysis of the existing, proposed or potential signal coordination
 
along the roadway shaH be conducted. This analysis shall at a minimum
 
include the irqdeling of ^ t within the roadway signal
 
coordinatibn system using the latest version of Synchro 3®,CORSIM® or
 
NETSIIV!®, PASSER-II 90® and/Or TRANSYT-7F® and/or Other models
 
may be required at the discretion ofthe City Engineer.(15 points)
 
3. A full cost analysis (including long term maintenance) shall be done by
 
staff.(10 points)
 
4. As part Ofthe modeling, a time-delay study before and after the signal
 
installation shall be required if the proposed signal is or will be within a
 
cpordinated system.(10 points)
 
6. If the propdsed signal will be tied into a residential collector or smaller
 
street, a resident survey shair be completed following the criteria in the
 
Neighborhood Traffic Control Program Processguidelines.(5 Points)
 
6. All businesses within 660feet of the proposed signal shall be notified and
 
asked to comment on the impacts of the signal installation upon their
 
access and Girculation.(6^^
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7. If the request for the proposed signal Is presented by a developer or
 
business, the applicant shall supply a full cost/income analysis of the
 
proposed development with and without the signal installation. Part of that
 
analysis will be a breakdown and identification of the income to the City in
 
the form of retail or property taxes, with and without the proposed signal.
 
This "income to the City" analysis shall be cross referenced to the
 
installation/maintenance cost analysis done by staff as required in #3
 
above.(15 points)
 
If the proposed signal lies on a regional arterial (as identified on the
 
current CVAls/CVAG model) the City shall request comments from
 
CVAG and RCTC (also Caltrans and adjacent Cities is applicable). (5
 
points)
 
9. The modeling shall include afuel consumption/loss report.(5 points)
 
10.Comments on response time and emergency circulation impacts shall be
 
received from the City Police and Fire Departments.(10 points)
 
STUDYCOSTS
 
The cost(s) of all modeling and analysis shall be borne by the
 
applicant/requester. City staff time shall be paid in the form of plan check fees
 
based upon the personnel cost+overhead formula currently in use in the
 
Community Development Department.
 
WARRANTDETERMINATION FACTOR
 
Each local warrant shall be scored according to the point score range indicated
 
for each warrant. Proposed signals not achieving at least a score of 75 will be
 
automatically recommended for rejection by staff. Scores and staff analyses of
 
each local warrant shall be presented to the Councilfor final determination.
 
APPROVED SIGNALS NOT MEETING WARRANTS
 
In the event that staff or Council approves the installation of any traffic signal
 
which does not meet the Warrant System requirements nor the local warrant
 
requirements, the requesting party shall be responsible for all installation and
 
permanent maintenance costs. The requester shall execute an agreement with
 
the City which absolves the City of all liability for installation of the signal in the
 
event of accident, claim or suit, including court costs, legal fees and associated
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costs. The agreement shall specify the City to act as the contracting agent for
 
signal maintenance, timing and coordination; with all costs for said maintenahce
 
(including personnel and overhead costs) to be borne by the requester via a
 
contract with the City.
 
REMOVALOF EXISTING NON-CONFORMING SIGNALS
 
At the date of adoption of this policy there ar© or may be existing traffic signals
 
within the City or within areas that may be incorporated in the future which do
 
meetthe requirements and criteria setforth herein.
 
Staff is directed to study any signal suspected of not meeting the criteria
 
established herein at least once every three years or as directed by the City
 
■Engineer. ■ ■■■ ■;, 
The criteria for removal of ah existing signal shall be the same as that set forth 
for determining the need and desirability of a new signal. The study shall include 
the Removal Warrant in the Warrant System as well as the criteria in the local 
warrant section herein. 
Any signal determined by staff to be no longer necessary for the purposes it was 
installed, or thqt conflicts with new traffic patterns and technolbgies (i.e., 
coordination systems, regional programs, etc.) shall be recommended to be 
removed. City Council shall make the final determination of any such staff 
recorrimendation. 
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